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As of 1 October 1978, the rate of exchange was 6.72 kyats (K) to the US dollar.

ppm parts per million

m.y. million years

DGSE Department of Geological Survey and Mineral Exploration

Abbreviations used:

The designations employed and the presentation of material in this report do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the
United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or
of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
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PREFACE

This report, "Geology and Exploration Geochemistry of Part of the Northern and
Southern Chin Hills and Arakan Yoma, Western Burma", covers the work of the following
international experts, among others: J.V. Huhta, Project Manager; A.H.G. Mitchell,
Chief Geologist; P. Carrel, Economic Geologist; F. Sumi, Geophysicist; and B. Zitek,
Chief Geochemist, in co-operation with numerous Burmese experts, including U Kyi Soe,
Project Co-Director (see annex 3) •

ABSTRACT

Geologic mapping and reconnaissance geochemical exploration in the 1 1urman
Ranges, in and east of the northern and southern Chin Hills and in the Ara. Yoma,
coverIng approximately 25,000 sq km, were carried out in the 1975/1976, 197 ,.1 ')77,
and 1977/1978 field seasons. The stratigraphy and structure of the areas wel'~

determined, and for the first time in the Indoburman Ranges geologic maps were pro
duced for colour,printing: two maps are at l-inch-to-4-miles scale, and one is at
1:100,000 scale.

The geologic mapping results, together with 22 critical palaeontological de
terminations, identified for the first time in the Ranges in all three areas, an
Eastern Belt and a Western Belt with distinctive geology. The Eastern Selt consists
of upper Triassic flysch and schists overlain by the larger ultrabasic bodies and
local pillow lavas; the upper Triassic fly~ch is tightly folded with local nappes
and thrust westward over the Hestern Belt. The Western Belt was shown to consist
of a very thick folded, and in the Arakan, thrust, succession, of upper Cretaceous
to middle Eocene age, within which exotics derived from the east occur in oliato
stromes. East of the Ranges, major thrusts within the Western Trough succession
were identified, and the Long-dd sput.ed boundary between this succession and the
older rocks of the Ranges to the west was shown to be stratigraphic in some places
and elsewhere a westward directed thrust.

During geochemical recJnnaissance 4,440 stream sediment samples were collected,
and a total of 20,480 ele~,lent determinations were made. Results indicated one area
in which follow-up investigations were subsequently undertaken. Mapping of the
ultrabasic bodies and pillow lavas demonstrated the very small proportion (little
over 1 per cent) of igneous relative to mostly flysch-type sedimentary rocks, and
comparison with similar sedimentary rocks elsewhere indicates the very low mineral
potential of the region.

The geology can be interpreted in terms of post-Carnian pre-Campanian orogeny
with metamorphism, and tight folding of Triassic flysch; eruption of pillow basalts
and deposition of mid-Cretaceous limestones either followed or immediately preceded
the orogeny. Emplacement of serpentinite sheets and larger bodies as cold sills or
flows and possibly thrust sheets was followed in the late Cretaceous to early
Eocene by sedimentation and emplacement of olistostromes in frbnt of westward
westward advancing thrust sheets and east of a~ inferred submarine trench. On the
back of the thrust sheets the thick upper Cretaceous and younger succession of the
Western Trough accumulated and was involved in westward directed thrusting in the
late Eocene. In contrast to many current ideas, the eastern part of the Indoburman
Ranges and the Western Trough are underlain by crust of upper Triassic age or older,
and the ophiolitic rocks are unrelated to late Cretaceous and younger eastward
subduction of Indian Ocean crust.
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INTRODUCTION

km;

within Sagaing Division of Burma; similarly the
western part of the Mindat-Saw Area lies within
Chin State, and the eastern part within the
Magwe Division of Burma. The Arakan Area lies
within the Irrawaddy Division. The areas were
originally selected to include the narrow discon
tinuous he1t of ultrabasic rocks along the eaut.ern
side of the Ranges, and later extended as a
substitute for designRted project areas elsewhere
in Burma in which field work could not be carried
out Ior security reasons.

The three areas lies west of the Chindwin
Irrawaddy rivers and consequently access by road
from Rangoon is difficult. The Fa1am-Ka1emyo
Area can be reached most rapidly using the daily
air service from Mandalay to Ka1emyo. Ka1emyo
is also linked to Mandalay by an unmeta11ed road
via Monywa and the Ava bridge during the dry
season. From Kalemyo an all-season dirt road
extends northwards along the east bank of the
Neyinzaya River, and a dry-season road southwards
along the cast bank of the Myittha River. An a11
season road links Kalemyo to Fa1am and to Haka, the
capital of th~ Chin Hills. A few short motorab1e
tracks descend from the Ka1emyo-Haka road to some
villages, many of which are linked only by
footpaths.

Communications

The report accompanies three colour-printed
geological map sheets: the Fa1am-Ka1emyo and
Arakan sheets at four-mi1es-to-one-inch scale,
and the Mindat-Saw sheet at 1:100,000 scale. The
geology of the central and western parts of the
Ateas is described in some detail because no
previous geological maps of the Indoburman Ranges
have been made, and because the region is one of
considerable current scientific interest, parti
cularly with reference to the International
Decade of Oceanographic Exp10r.ation.

The Mindat-Saw Area is most easily reached
by light plane from Mandalay to Kyauktu, in the
east of the area. An unmetalled motor road also
links Kyauktu to Pakokku on the west bank of the
Irrawaddy, opposite to the ancient city of Pagp'"
and the adjacent airfield at Nyaung-Oo. From
Kyauktu an l .surfaced motor road extends to
Mindat and then northwards through the central
Chin Hills to Haka, a distance of 500 km. A road
also extends oouthwards from Kyauktu through the
east of the area with a westward branch to
Kanpet1et. There are fewer motorab1e tracks than
in the Falam-Ka1emyo Area, and away from the few

Background

The r.eological Survey and Exploration
Project (BUR-72-002), for which the United
Nations was the executing agency, became oper
ational in January 1974. The Government Co-oper
ating Agency was the Dep2rtment of Geological
Survey and Mine~lEx9loration (DGSE) of the
Ministry of Mines.

The total United Nations Develcpment
Programme contribution, according to the revised
burlget, is estimated at SUS 1,888,752, and the
Government contribution at kyats (K) 5,120,600,
partly in cash and partly in kind. The latest
(as of October 1977) project revision extended
the project thrQugh June 1978.

The naf.n objective of the nroject T/laD to
carry out systeM2tic regional geocheMical
exo l.o ra t Lon and p.:eolor.:ic napo Lng of seLee ted areas
folloued by de ta.LLed LnveatLgat.Lons in areas of
sp ,ial in.terest. P,etueen 1:'7l~ and late 1077,
approximately 17,900 square miles (46,500 sq km)
were surveyed by the project.

The western part of the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area
lies within Chin State and the eastern part

This report describes the results of geo
logic mapping and r eaonnaf.saance geocaemfcal
exploration in three areas of Western Burma:
the Falam-Kalemyo Area of the northern Chin Hills
and adjacent lowlands to the east, the Mindat
Saw Area of the southern Chin Hills and adjacent
lowlands, and the central part of the Arakan '
(figs. 1 and 2). The areas all lie within

o 0 0latituge 17 0' and 23 45', and longitude 93 30'
and 93 5'. The Falam-Kalemyo Area comprises
14 'one-inch-to-a-mile scale topographic map
sheets, a total of approximately 9,800 sq km.
The Mindat-Saw Area comprises 3 one-inch sheets,
with a total area of 2,100 sq km, and the Arakan
Area covers 16 one-inch sheets, with a small
area of coastal plain on adjacent sheets to the
west, and totals approximately 12,000 sq km of
land area; an additional narrow strip i~ the
Arakan foothills to the east, covering 1,400
sq km, is included on the geological map of the
Arakan. Preliminary results obtained during
1977/1978 field work in two one-inch sheets
(84 L/1 and 84 H/13) to the south of the Mindat
Saw Area are included in this report, where these
are of particular significance.
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main roaas access is entirely on foot,

From the Arakan there are daily flights to
Rangoon (50 minutes) from Ngapali, and occasional I
flights in the dry season from Gwa~ both on the
west coast. An all-season motor road extends
across the northern part of the area, from
Taungup and Sandoway in the west to Padaung in
the east, and continues eastwards to the west
bank of the Irrawaddy opposite Prome, which is
linked by road and rail (6 hours) to Rangoon.
At its west~ln end the road continues southwards
from Sandoway and Ngapali along the west coast
to Gwa, but is open only during the dry season.
A new dirt road extends along the eastern margin
of the area southwards from Padaung for 70 km.

The southeastern part of the Arakan can be
reached only by rail or sea. The most direct
route is by rail from Rangoon to Henzada, by
ferry across the Irrawaddy and then on foot. An
alternative route is by sea from Rangoon to
Rassein and then by rail, road and foot. Apart
from the Taungup-Padaung road in the north,
there are no roads across the Arakan Area. and
only one footpath. A few timber tracks extend
into the interior from the coastal road, but in
general access to the central part of the Arakan
Yoma is along stream courses and by cutting
trails.

Climate

The areas lie in the southwest monsoon belt
and consequently the climate is characterized
by a very marked seasonal variation. The monsoon
or wet season extends f=o~ mid-May to October;
rainfall reaches a maximum of up to 200 inches
in the western part of the Arakan, one of the
wettest regions of Burma, and exceeds 100 inches
in the Chin Hills. Along the eastern margin of
the Chin Hills rainfall is less, but probably
exceeds 60 inches. During the cool season
(November to January) there is little rain, and
daily maximum temperatures rarely exceed 850F in
the valleys with night frosts in the mountains.
In the hot season (February to May) which is

oalso dry, temperatures often exceed 105 F in the
valleys along the eastern side of the areas.

Vegetatio~, settlement and agriculture

The mountains of the Arakan and the ranges
east of the Myittha River in the Fa1am-Ka1emyo
Area are densely forested with bamboo and mixed
timber. Similar forest covers much of the Chin
Hills, but here pine forests are widespread above
4,000 ft elevation, and above 7,000 ft exposed
areas are locally covered in scrub and short grass
with small areas of moss forest. Surrounding the
towns of Fa1am and Haka extensive areas of forest
have been destroyed to supply firewood. In the
valley along the eastern margin of the Arakan
and southern Chin Hills forest is mostly re1a-

tive1y thin.

In the lowlands of the eastern parts of the
areas there are numerous villages with a popu
lation of Chins and Burmese in the north and
Arakanese and Burmese in the south. The main
crop is rice but vegetables are also produced.
In the Chin Hills, villages and the two main
towns of Fa1am and Haka are mostly situated on
the upper .slopes and populated by Chins. The
main crop is maize, and locally apples and oranges
are grown. In the mountains of the Arakan settle
ments are largely restricted to areas adjacent to
the Okshitpin-Taungup road, where there are small
teak plantations. The population of the numerous
coastal villages in the Arakan is engaged in
fishing and agriculture; there is an expanding
pearl industry near Sandoway. Timber including
teak is extracted from the eastern and western
flanks of the mountains; in the higher parts of
the Chin Hills pine trees yield gum and timber.

Previous geological work

The first accounts of geological work in the
Indoburman Ranges were by Theoba1d (1871, 1873),
and by Noet1ing (1895), some of whose palaeonto
logical determinations were modified by Vredenburg
(1921). Theoba1d's report of Triassic sedimentary
rocks in the Arakan forming an "axial" series
flanked by rocks of Cretaceous age and younger
was confirmed only after an interval of 100 years.

In the first half of this century geological
mapping was carried out by officers of the Geo
logical Survey of India in the Western Trough in
and east of the Mindat-Saw Area; the results,
based partly on his own work Cotter (1912, 1914,
1915), were summarized by Cotter (1938). Traver
ses in the Arakan were also described by Stuart
(1912), Chhibber (1927), Lepper (1933) C1egg
(1938, 1941) and Lehner (1943).

In general this work resulted in recognition
of the major upper Cretaceous to lower Tertiary
stratigraphic units of the western part of the
Western Trough, but descriptions of the geology
of the largely sedimentary rocks of the Ranges
became increasingly vague westwards. Structural
complications due to thrusts within the Western
Trough were also not appreciated.

Brunnschwei1er (1966, 1974) published cross
sections of parts of the Arakan and Fa1am-Ka1emyo
Area and described eastward-dipping thrusts with
in the succession, but did not recognize the
presence of pre-Cretaceous sedimentary rocks; his
ideas on the stratigraphy and structure of the
Ranges were based partly on his interpretation
of all upper Cretaceous limestones as exotics.

Hin Swe et al. (1972) described the Western
Trough succession in the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area, and
a Cretaceous fauna from near the base of the
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Trough succession in the Mindat-Saw Area. Win
Swe (in press) has made a recent interpretation
of the Indoburman or Western Ranges in terms of
a subducting plate boundary. A number of lo
calities in the northern part of the Arakan
Area were described in a report of the strati
graphic Commission field excursion (National
Committee~ 1976). The few published reports
on the economic geology of the region are noted
in chapter XI.
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succession has also recently been identified
(Win Swe et al., in press). To the west, upper
Triassic faunas were described for the first
time in the Chin Hills by Myint Lwin Thein
(1970), Thaw Tint (personal communication, 1975)
and Gramman (1974). An account of the geology
of a large part of the Chin Hills based partly
on traverses by geological staff of the Myanma
Oil Corp. was given by Kyaw Win (1969), and
Than Tun (1967) described part of the Western
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In the Falam-Ka1emyo and Arakan Areas the
field staff were divided into groups operating
more or less independently within specified map
sheets. Two groups operated in the Falam
Ka1emyo Area during the main period of field
work, and 3 groups in the Arakan. Field work
in the Mindat-Saw Area was carried out by one
group.

Reconnaissance geochemical sampling

Each group consisted of a mapping geologist,
supervising geologist, and traverse geologists.
Mapping geologists were responsible for
geological mapping, and supervising geologists
for stream sediment geochemical sampling.
Geological mapping was carried out by both
mapping and traverse geologists, each geologist
working as a separate party with one or more
labourers. the main function of traverse
geologists was to collect geochemical samples;
critical localities, type sections and areas
away from streams were examined by the mapping
geologist.

Field data were plotted on one inch-to-a
mile scale base maps prepared from the Burma
Survey Dept. topographic maps. Limited use
was made of air photographs in the field because
of a shortage of both trained photogeologists
and air photographs, and photo-interpretation
was carried out largely in Rangoon after the
field work by a mapping geologist with the
co-operation of the chief ph0togeologist of
DGSE. Air photographs were mostly 1:50,000 and
locally 1:20,000 scale. The photo-interpretation
maps were combined with field data maps, and
drawn of a four-miles-to-one-inch scale base map
prepared from the topographic sheets. Thin
sections of 250 rocks were prepared in the DGSE
laboratory and examined by mapping and traverse
geologists, by DGSE petrology laboratory staff,
and by the project chief geologist. Rock
samples and thin sections are stored in the
DGSE office, Rangoon.

Stream sediment geochemical sampl~s were
collected mostly by traverses and supervising
geologists, the position of their traverses
being determined by the sampling programme.

Fie1~ work extended from November 1976
to May 1977, with an average of 8 geologists;
initially one and later two vehicles were
employed. A base camp was established in Saw
throughout the period, and temporary camps
were set up in Mindat and many of the villages.
Traverses using fly camps and porters were
necessary in most of the western two map
sheets (84 K/4, G/16).

Arakan Area

Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area Geological mapping

Camps, transport and personnel in obtaining access to the ranges to the west.

Mindat-Saw Area

Field work was carried out in three map
sheets (84 F/9, 13; E/16) between January and
May 1975, and in the remaining 12 map sheets,
between November 1975 and May 1976. Additional
field work was carried out in 84 1/2, 3, 4 and
j/1 and 2 between November 1976 and January
1977. During the main period of field work,
November 1975 - May 1976, 10 geologists and
four vehicles were in the area. Base camps
were established at Taignen and Ka1emyo, and
minor camps were set up in villages throughout
the region. Fly-camping using local porters
was necessary in the western map sheets and
locally in the sheets to the east.

Field work in the Arakan Area involved
a total of 25 geologists and 5 vehicles during
the period November 1976 to May 1977. The
geologists operated in three groups; one group
with base camps at Taungup and Ngapa1i covered
85 J/5, 6, 7, 10, 11 and part of J/9; a second
group with base camps at Henzada and Gwa
covered 85 J/15 and 16 and K/7, 11, 13, 14 and
15, a third group worked initially in 85 J/13,
14 with a base camp at Okshitpin, and
subsequently in 85 J/12; K/9, 10 with a base
camp at Gwa. In the northern part of the Area,
which included thL Okshitpin-Taungup-Ngapa1i
motor road, traverses were made partly from
the road and partly using fly camps; in the
southern map sheets almost all field work
involved fly camp traverses along stream courses,
mostly of 10 to 15 days duration. The western
parts of 85 NIl, 2, 3 4 and 011, 2, 3, along
the eastern margin of the area and included on
the geological map (fig. 20), were traversed
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chief geologist and national staff and on internal
reports prepared by the national geologist teams.
Geological maps and text figures were drawn
by project draftsmen supervised by mapping
geologists. The 100,000 scale maps were prepared
by first making a one-inch-to-a-mi1e scale
geo1oBica1 map, reducin8 this photographically
to 1:100,000 scale and tracing the photographic
print.
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Report and map preparation

Mapping geologists also collected samples where
convenient and in inaccessible areas.

The report was prepared largely by the chief
geologist and by the geochemist in Rangoon
between September 1977 and May 1978. The geo
logical data are based on traverses made by the
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II. REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Volcanic Arc, a median ridge within the Lowlands,
comprises late Cenozoic volcanoes overlying
Mesozoic and early Cenozoic plutons, volcanic
and sedimentary rocks (Technical Reports Nos.
1, 2 and 5). Locally metamorphic rocks are
present beneath mid-Tertiary sediments and as
xenoliths within the plutons. To the south the
Arc passes into the Pegu Yomas, a range consisting
of folded Oligocene to Miocene clastic sediments
with local basaltic sills.

The Eastern Trough, underlain by late
Cenozoic sediments and alluvium, separates the
Volcanic Arc from the Eastern Highlands, which
includes the Shan Plateau and Tenasserim. The
Highlands are underlain by a thick Precambrian
to late Mesozoic succession of sedimentary
and local volcanic rocks; along the western
margin the Palaeozoic rocks are metamorphosed
to form the southern part of the Mogok Belt and
intruded by granitic plutons (Technical Report
No. 3).

-------~_rr

In terms of plate tectonics the three areas
lie within the Western Burma plate, bordered
by the Asian plate to the east, the Indian
plate to the west, and the Shillong plate to
the northwest. The eastern boundary of the
Western Burma plate is the Hninzee-Sagaing Fault,
and the western boundary is a poorly defined
subductiQn zone with thrust and possible strike
slip faulting lying west of the Arakan and
along the western margin of the Chin and Naga
Hills in Bangladesh and India. The presence
of intermediate depth earthquakes (Molnar et.al.,
1973) and late Cenozoic volcanoes in the volcanic
arc indicate post-Miocene eastward subduction
beneath the Ranges, but the present movement
between the Indian and Western Burma plates
may be predominantly strike-slip. There is
evidence that the Western Burma plate has
undergone post-Oligocene northward movement of

In northern Burma, between the Eastern
Highlands and Central Lowlands, a region of
complex structure termed the upper Irrawaddy
Prnvince includes the Kumon Range at its western
margin. The other units in the Province are
the Gangaw-Katha Range consisting of schists
and quartzites, the Tagaung-Myitkyina Belt
comprising serpentinites, Mid-Cretaceous
Limestones and volcanic rocks, and the Mogok
Belt with gneisses, schists, marbles and granitic
plutons.

- 8 -

Before the present mapping the geology
of the Ranges was poorly understood; the
geological map of Burma (DGSE, 1974) shows in
the east of the Chin Hills local areas of
matamorphdcvrock and Triassic seddments , while
the western part of the Chin Hills and the
Arakan is shown as upper Cretaceous sediments
faulted against undifferentiated Cretaceous
Tertiary sediments further west.

The three areas described occupy broadly
similar positions with reference to major
morphological and structural belts. All include
the eastern margin of the Indoburman Ranges,
which form the westernmost of the major
morphological belts of Burma and extend into
Bangladesh and India (fig. 1).

The marine shelf west of the Arakan
includes Cheduba ana Ramri Islands with folded
rocks of Miocene age and perhaps older, and
passes northwards into late Tertiary folded
sediments of the Arakan Coastal Plain and the
easternmost part of Bangladesh. Further north,
across the Dauki Fault in Assam, Precambrian
rocks of the Shillong Plateau and Mikir Hills
are overthrust by Tertiary sediments of the
western Naga Hills (Evans, 1964).

The Ranges ext(md for 1,400 km from the
Naga Hills in the north to the southern end
of the Arakan in the south; the northern 1,200
km of the Ranges form an arc convex to the west,
but in the southern Arakan the topographic
and structural trend becomes southwesterly and
then continues southwards through the Andaman
Nicobar arc, between the Bay of Bengal and the
Andaman Sea. At the northeastern limit of the
Naga Hills, the Ranges terminate against the
Kumon Range, a narrow arcuate belt of sedimentary
rocks convex to the east.

The eastern part of the Falam-Kalemyo and
Mindat-Saw Areas and the south-eastern part
of the Arakan Area lie within the Western ~rough,

which together with the Volcanic Arc and Eastern
Trough to the east, forms the C':ntral Lowlands
(table 1; fig. 2). The Westert, Trough is
underlain by late Cretaceous to Quaternary
sediments mostly in the form of syncline,
reaching their greatest thickness in four
structural basins, the Hukawng, Northern
Chindwin, Minbu and Lower Irrawaddy basins
(Aung Khin and Kyaw lUn, 1968; 1969). The
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at l~ast 300 km relative to the Asian plate to
the east. In terms of tectonic setting the
Indoburman Ranges are an outer arc, and the

.

Western Trough an outer arc trough, between the
volcanic arc to the east and the Cenozoic
subduction zone to the west.

- 9 -
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Structural belts and their relationship
to stratigraphic units

A major structural break within the mountain
range is present in all three areas (fig. 1),
between mostly Triassic rocks to the east, forming

In the Mindat-Saw Area the distinct morpho
logical break between the mountain ranges in the
west and the ridges and broad valleys of the
Western Trough in the east corresponds broadly to
a stratigraphic and locally a structural discon
tinuity, between Triassic rocks of the eastern
part of the Chin and Arakan Hills and overlying
Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of the Western
Trough. In the Falam-Kalemyo Area the boundary
between the morphological ,units is mostly
obscured by alluvium. In the Arakan Area Triassic
rocks of the eastern foothills of the Ranges are
locally overlain by upper Cretaceous sedimentary
rocks which disappear eastwards beneath alluvium.

Although the distance between the northern
margin of the Falam-Kalemyo Area and the southern
margin of the Arakan is nearly 740 km, all three
areas lie in the same two morphological belts,
the Indoburman Ranges and the Western Trough of
the Central ~owlands, and are underlain by broadly
similar lithological units (fig. 2). Within the
limits of the available palaeontological determi
nations each lithological unit is of the same
age in each area, with the exception of parts of
the Arakan, and therefore a common stratigraphy
can be applied.

East of the northern Chin Hills in the Falam
Kalemyo Area an alluvial valley is occupied in the
south by the Myittha Chaung, which meets the
Neyinza Chaung east of Kalemyo and flows eastwards
to join the Chindwin River. East of the Myittha
and Neyinza Chaungs and cut by the Myittha Chaung
between Kalemyo and Kal.ewa, a north-trending range
of sedimentary rocks with a maximum elevation of
4,442 ft forms a number of west-facing scarps.
Drainage from this range is mostly along strike
and then westwards to the Myittha and Neyinza
Chaungs.

Streams draining eastwards from the Chin Hills
flow northwards (Saw Ch.) along the valley
occupied by the Tabyin Clays, and eastwards
(Sa1in Ch.) across the geological strike and
north-trendi~g ranges to the southeastern corner
of the area.

Physiography

The western part of the Falam-Kalemyo and
Mindat-Saw Areas lies respectiv~ly in the
northern and southern Chin Hills segments of the
Indoburman Ranges and the eastern part lies in
the Western Trough; the Arakan Area extends
across the Indoburman Ranges from the west coast
to the western margin of the Irrawaddy Delta
Plain (fig. 2). In all three areas the eastern
margin of the Ranges is well-defi.ned by either
a broad alluvial valley (Falam-Kalemyo and Arakan)
or a lowland area underlain by shales (Mindat
Saw Area).

The Ranges consist of ridges and valley of
high relief. with a trend which through the
Arakan changes from northerly in the south to
northwesterly in the north, in the southern
Chin Hills is northerly, and in the northern
Chin is mostly north-northwesterly. The maximum
elevation in the Arakan is 4,147 ft; Mt. Victoria
(10.018 ft) in the Mindat-Saw Area is the highest
peak in the region, and Mt. Kennedy in the Falam
Kalemyo Areas attains an elevation of 8,871 ft.
The base level or elevation of the valleys east
of the Ranges increases from less than 100 ft in
the Arakan Area to 400 ft near Kalemyo. In the
Ranges slopes are steep and landslides are common;
streams flow mostly through boulder-strewn valleys
and locally in rock gorges. There is little

Ivariation in relief. althougH topographic features
are slightly more rounded in the schists in the
southern Chin Hills and steeper in the scarp
slopes of ridge tops occupied by the prominent
Kennedy'Sandstone. The drainage in much of the
Chin Hills characteristically shows a herringbone
pattern. with short triburaries draining into
major south, southeast or easterly-flowing streams.

The Chin Hills areas include the highest
ridges in the Ranges south of the Naga Hills,
although the watershed between westward and
eastward flowing streams lie~ to the west in
India. In the west of the Arakan Area a nartow
coastal plain is present. and streams are tidal
for up to 15 km into the interior. The Irrawmdy
Plain. east of the Arakan. occupies only the
eastern margin of the area. East of the southern
Chin Hills in the Mindat-Saw Area a low-lying
belt underlain by the Laungshe Shales passes
westwards into a ridge-and~valley zone consisting
of north-striking units of sandstone and shale,
with numerous ridges around 2.500 ft in elevation.
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Chin Hills and Arakan, comprising the oldest
rocks in the areas, are described first. This is
followed by an account of the stratigraphically
higher succession of the Western Trough. The
distinct structural unit of the Western Belt of
the Chin Hills Areas is described separately from
that of the Ar~kan because of the structural
complexity in the latter unit. Names of strati
graphic units are informal and based either on
those previously established, as in the case of
the Kanpetlet Schist and most of the units of
the Western Trough, or on a locality in one of the
three areas in which the unit is well exposed.

In the following sections the stratigraphy
and structure of the Eastern Belt. of the

the Eastern Belt, and late Cretaceous to Eocene
sedimentary rocks to the west, forming a Western
Belt. The structural break is an easterly
dipping thrust fault, the Theizang-Kheng Thrust,
in most places with little recognizable topo
grnphic expression. The sediments west of the
fault differ in lithology from those of similar
age in the Western Trough to the east. The
Eastern Belt attains its maximum width of 35 km
in the Mindat-Saw Area.
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IV. STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF EASTERN BELT OF CHIN .AND ARAKAN HILLS
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Kanpetlet schists

The presence of garments indicates that the
metamorphic grade of the Yezagyo and Hkweka
metamorphics is higher than that of the Kanpetlet
schists. The metamorphism pre-dated deposition
of the Paunggyi Conglomerate and probably the
Campanian olistostromes, but could be pre-or
post-Albian. Possibly the metamorphic rocks
are of the same age as the amphibolites and other
metamorphic rocks at 8alingyi and 3hinmataung in
the Volcanic Arc to the east (Technical Report
No. 5).

(b) Lithology and structure

The largest body of metamorphic rock in the
areas consists of schists and schistose sedi
mentary rocks which extend north-south through
the central part of the Mindat-Saw Area (figs. 3
and 19). rhe name Kanpetlet, from the village
southwest of Mt. Victoria (10,018 ft), was first
applied by Cotter (1938). The ranges underlain
by the schists are deeply dissected and forested,
but in general slopes are slightly less steep
than in the sedimentary rocks to the east and
west, thus facilitating identification of the
unit on air photographs.

is foliated with green hornblende, plagioclass
and minor sphene, epidote and chlorite; most
exposures show small-scale folds. A serpentinite
band within the amphibolite may either intrude
or overlie the metamorphic rocks.

(a) Definition, distribution and topographic
expression

The predominant lithology is fine-grained
mica-schist, commonly carbonaceous or graphitic.
In water-polished exposures in major streams the
schist is characteristically black in colour, but
in cliffs and path ccttings it weathers to a white
to silvery rock. Within a few hundred metres of
its eastern and western margins the schistosity
decreases and the rock passes transitionally from
semi-schist, through interbedded schistose
sandstone and phyllite, ,into sandstone and mud
stone of the Pane Chaung Group. Thl s transition
is well exposed in, for example, the Kadin Chaung
(K/4 307 766), in the Saw Chaung (fig. 12) and in
the Chok Chaungs, and in the Chi Chaung east of
Hilawng. Areas of semi-schist also occur locally
within the main body of the schist.

.Metamo:r:phic rocks

In the Falam-Kalemyo Area two small areas
of met8morphic rock have been mapped, the Yezagyo
metamorphics in the north and the Hkweka meta
morphics in the centre of the sheet. Both areas
lie adjacent to serpentinites and at the eastern
edge of the Pane Chaung Group.

Yezagyo and Hkweka metamorphics

Three main bodies of metamorphic rock occur
along the eastern margin of the Chin Hills: the
Yezagyo and Hkweka metamorphics in the Falam
Kalemyo Area and the Kanpetlet Schists in the
Mindat-Saw Area. There are also a few small
areas of metamorphic rock in the eastern part
of the Arakan. All lie either within or at the
eastern margin of the Pane Chaung Group.

The Yezagyo metamorphics are exposed for
nearly 3 km in the south-flowing Yezagyo stream.
They are faulted against serpentinite in the
south and against broken beds, probably of the
PaDe Chaung Group, to the north. The southermost
exposures show tightly folded green and red
laminated silicified mudstone and chert extending
for a few hundred metres, bounded to the south
and north by serpentinite, possibly in the form
of a sheet. The northern serpentinite includes
a layered felspar-actinolite gabbroic rock and
is probably faulted on its northern side against
a succession of amphibolites with marble lenses
and biotite-quartz schists (84 J/2 570 098).
These pass northwards into 300 m of laminated
amphibplite and chlorite schist, including
amphibole-chlorite-epidote-garnet schists,
succeeded to the northwest by a zone of amphi
bolite and marble blocks enclosed in serpentinite.
In many places the schists are intensely veined
by quartz and locally by calcite. A NE-trending
fault separates the serpentinite from broken
beds to the nor t.hveat , The southernmost serpen
tinite probably forms part of a larger body to
the west, and to the east hill 801 is unde~lain

by yellow to red banded chert. The Hkweka
metamorphics lie e~st of the Pane Chaung Group.
against which they are faulted, and south of the
main body of the Webula ultrabasic massif. They
consist of north-trending lithological unite
comprising quartz-muscovite schists ir the west
separated by a bond of pi~dmontite SChlsts, the
rubellite schist of Brunschweiler (1966), from
amphibolite schist to the east. The amphibolite
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Pane Chaung Group

Schists in the Arakan Area

The present mapping indicates that the Kanpet1et
schists pass transitiona11y and probably strati
gt'aphica11y upward, into sedimentary rocks of the
Pane Chaung Group (f:l.g. 4). The Lotho'l.ogdea
comprising the schists can be interpreted as
metamorphic eq·1:i.valents of the late Triassic Pane
Chaung Group, and of basic volcanic rocks perhaps
equivalent to the pillow 1avas. The float
boulders of quartz-dolomite rock could be derived
either from the Pane Chaung Group or from local
areas of the Paung Chaung limestone.

Small areas of white-weathering mica schist
and black phy1lite with abundant quartz veins
occur at several localities in the southern part
of the Eastern Belt, and are well-exposed in the
Myauk Chaung (e.g., K/4 133 360); some are
associated with serpentinite bodies (e. g., K/4
142 378). Chhibber (1927) reported hornb1ende
ec10gite from a schist west of Kyeikkwin in the
southern part of the Arakan Area. Conglomerates
with rounded pebbles of quartz, phy11itic mudstone
and schist are exposed near the schists and
provisionally referred to the Paunggyi Conglomerate.
They indicate a pre-1ate Cretaceous age of meta
morphism.

The project field work showed that the rocks
containing Triassic faunas form a mappable unit
in both the Chin Hills Areas, and that rocks of
similar lithology also occur in the east of the
Arakan Area. However, because of some similarities
in lithology between the Triassic rocks and the
upper Cretaceous to lower Eocene rocks to the west,
the position of the boundary between the two
units in the Arakan is not everywhere precise.
The Triassic rocks were provisionally named
informally during 1975 fieJd work from a sequence
in the Pane Chaung northeast of Kan in the Falam
Ka1emyo Area, although later work showed that in

Definition, distribution and topographic expression

A sedimentary unit of Triassic age was first
recognised by Theoba1d (1871), who reported a
Triassic fauna from his "axial" series of altered
sandstones, shales and limestones from a locality
beyond the northeastern corner of the Arakan Area.
Theoba1d considered that the "axia1s" formed the
core of the northern Arakan and wedged out
southwards where he recognized a faulted eastern
boundary. Chhibber (1934) gave a brief description
of the unit in the eastern Arakan. Theoba1d's
report of Triassic fossils was ignored by many
subsequent authors, until upper Triassic faunas
were described from several localities in the
eastern part of the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area (Myint
Lwin Thein, 1970; Thaw Tint, pers. commun., 1975)
and in the Mindat-Saw Area by Gramman (1974) •

h 3!¥f'S;;:;'

Within the area occupied by the schist are
local zones with a variety of boulder float.
Marble, which is rare in the Kanpetlet schist"
occurs interbedded with greenschists in fallen
blocks at the 6 m 3 f road post west of Mindat.
Near the 9 m 3 f post, boulders, scattered al10nE
the valley floor, comprise bedded white chert
and chert-mudstone breccia blocks up to 10 m
in diameter, and smaller blocks of conglomerate,
dolomite, sandstone, greenschist and gabbro.
The conglomerate boulders include c1asts of
chert, sandstone and silicic volcanic rock. A
few hundred metres east of the boulders, a breccia
or melange is well exposed, consisting of lenses
of sandstone similar to those of the Pane Chaung
Group within sheared mudstone.

(c) Correlation and age

Greenschists include rocks termed the HUawng
Voleanics by Kyaw Win (1969). They form north
trending bodies at several localities, the
largest extending !lprthwards for 36 lan from
Ledup. Most are green to yellow-green, fine
grained rocks with small-sca~e folds and dis
tinctive colour banding; rarely lenticular lenses
of black schist are present. The greenschists
are commonly harder than the black mica-schists,
particularly where'epidote is abundant, and are
found in streams as large boulders many kilometres
from their source. In several localities
greenschists up to a few metres thick are
interbedded with black schists.

Litho1ogica1 layers in water-polished
exposures of black schists and particularly
greenschists commonly show distinct small-scale
fo1ds~ black schists often show a close-spaced
cleavage along the axial planes of folds, but
there is no evidence for the structural style
or nature of large-scale folds. However, the
trend of greenschist bodies suggests that regional
folds with northerly axes are present. Quartz
veins are locally abundant, mostly as thin
irregular stringers cutting the foliation.
Boulders of dolomite or quartz-dolomite rock and
of serpentinite occur as float in some streams,
for example the Che Chaung, and are evidently
derived from within the schists. Two bodies of
serpentinite were mapped at the eastern boundary
of the schist with the Pane Chaung Group, but
their contact relationship is uncertain.

- 14 ...

Cotter (1938) was uncertain about the re
lationship of the schists to the adjacent sedi
mentary rocks to the east, but favoured a tran
sitional metamorphic contact. Brunnschwei1er
(1966) considered that there was a sharp structur
al break between the schists and sediments to the
east~ ~nd that there was a similar break between
the schists and sediments to the west; both he
and Gramman (1974) concluded that the schists
were of pre~Mesozoic age.
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Saw Area.

In many places abundant sole marks on
turbidites provide excellent evidence for the
way-up of beds, indicating that in all three
areas the sedimentary rocks of the Group are
folded and overturned beds are common. In the
Falam-Kalemyo Area'most beds dip steeply east,
but there is relatively little way-up evidence.
Similarly in the Arakan there are insufficient
stream sections with good exposures to determine
structure. On 84 L/l the Group is tightly
folded with some overturned beds, but the regional
style of folding could not be determined.

The most continuous exposures are in the
Mindat-Saw Area east of the schists, where
streams draining the mountains to the west provide
water-polished gorge sections through the Pane
Chaung Group. Throughout this area the Group is
mostly overturned, commonly dipping east and
younging west, but in places inverted and
horizontal (fig. 13) with local small-scale folds,
within the inverted beds, overturned to the west.

Structure

Most clastic sediments in the Group are
distinctly carbonaceous, and black carbonaceous
mudstones are particularly evident in the Arakan.
Locally, for example east of Kyaukgawgyi, they
are intensely veine4 by quartz and associated
with small areas of phyllite and schist. In thin
sections from the Group in all three areas, the
turbidite beds are quartz wackes with rounded
and cracked large quartz grains, rare plagioclase
and a trace of white mica and amphiboles in a
muddy, micaceous or rarely calcareous matrix.
Rock fragments forming up to 20 per cent of the
rock are of chert, fine-grained quartzite and
mudstone. Silica-carbonate rocks, described
below are common as float in streams draining
the eastern part of the Group, and are probably
derived from altered limestones either within
or overlying the succession.

Broken beds are one of the most widespread
lithologies in the Group within the Falam-Kalemyo
Area. They commonly consist of angular blocks
of sandstone or of sandstone-mudstone alternations
up to 10 m in length lying without apparent
orientation in a mudstone or mudstone-siltstone
matrix which shows highly disturbed or folded
bedding but which is apparently not sheared.
This lithology is particularly well exposed near
Yezagyo in the northern Chin Hills. Large float
of bedded chert or gabbro are occasionally found
in stream beds adjacent to broken bed exposures,
and are inferred to be derived from these units.
The broken beds resemble, and probable have an
origin similar to those in the Eocene succession
of the Arakan Coast, where excellent exposures
indicate that the broken beds are slumps and
olistostromes rather than tectonic melanges.
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this section other rocks are probably tec
tonically juxtaposed with the Group.

In. the Falam-Kalemyo and Arakan Areas the
Group forms a discontinuous belt along the
eastern foothills of the Ranges, disappearing
eastwards beneath alluvium and Quaternary gravel
deposits. West of Kan it underlies a plain with
very thin soil cover ly,ing between the upper
Cretaceous rocks of the Chin foothills to the
west and raised gravels and alluvium sloping
towards the Myittha River to the east. In the
Mindat-Saw Area it forms a narrow belt both to
the east and west of the Kanpetlet schists. On
air photographs the topography in most places is
similar in appearance to that of the upper
Cretaceous and Eocene rocks to the west, with
steep forested mountain slopes, although soil
cover is commonly thinner on the Pane Chaung
Group. The belt lying east of the Kanpetlet
schists can be identified on air photographs
from its steeper topography., but that to the
west shows few distinct morphological character··
istics.

Throughout the three map areas the G~oup

consists mostly of turbidite sandstones, munstones
and carbonaceous mudstones, and rare thin grey to
black and locally crystalline limestones.
Turbidite sandstone-mudstone alternations form
continuous thick and monotonous exposures in
stream gorges; the sandstones are commonly
massive or weakly graded beds up to 2 m thick
with well-developed and locally abundant flute,
groove and load casts overlying thin black
mudstones. The coarser-grained turbidites in
hand specimen show clear quartz grains with
detrital white mica in a dark grey to black
slightly lustrous sub-phyllitic groundmass;
veinlets of quartz and calcite are common. These
characteristics help to distinguish the sandstones
in hand-specimen from the adjacent succession
of upper Cretaceous to Eocene flysch to the west.

Lithology

In the eastern Arakan, sandstones, black
carbonaceous mudstones and phyllites considered
to be part of the Pane r.haung Group are associated
with conglomerates which are probably outliers
of the Paunggyi Conglomerate, either overlying
or faulted against the Pane Chaung Group. In
all three Areas some limestones occur in the
eastern part of the Group; most are less than
10 m thick, fine-grained to micritic and
commonly black in colour, but in places blue-grey
to white crystalline. While these limestones
appear to be interbedded in the Group, there is
a possibility that they are part of the younger
Paung Chaung Limestone folded into the Pane
Chaung Group. Bedded grey to black, orange
weathering cherts a few metres thick are inter
bedded with turbidites and mudstones of the Group
in the Saw Chaung (K/4 346 712) in the Mindat-
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Pillow lavas

Basaltic rocks, mostly pillow lavas, occur
in the Arakan and at several localities south
and north of the Mindat-Saw Area, mostly at or
near the eastern margin of the Pane Chaung Group.
They are commonly associated with gabbroic rocks.
On the 84 L/1 sheet pillow lavas are exposed
above the junction ot the Mahin and Ngahamaing
Chaungs south of Shwelegyin, where easter1y
dipping black laminated limestones of the Paung
Chaung Formation are underlain by aphanitic
amygda10ida1 green pillow lavas with chilled
margins and a carbonate matrix; a serpentinite
sheet and quartz-dolomite rock are exposed
locally at the limestone-pillow contact.

(K. Pitakpaivan, pers. commun.,1970).

The best exposures of pillow 1avas occur
northeast of the Mindat-Saw Area in the Che Chaung,
where the stream flows for a kilometre through
water-polished purple and green amygda10ida1
pillow 1avas. The shape of the pillows suggests
that they are overturned; they are possibly in
stratigraphic contact at their western boundary
with turbidites, and locally cut by dolorite
dykes. Blocks of turbidites and mudstones are
locally included within the pillow sequence.

Also on the 84 L/1 sheet, basaltic lavas are
well exposed in the Maw Chaung, where they form
a north-trending belt about 2 km long between
Triassic turbidites to the west and the Paung
Chaung Limestone and serpentinite sills to the
east. The volcanic succession here is up to
40 m thick, comprising 10 m of easterly-dipping
massive amygdaloidal lavas overlain by purple and
green amygda10idal pillow 1avas. To the west, a
small area of pillow lavas in contact with
serpentinite is surrounded by the Pane Chaung
Group (fig. 19).

The pillow 1avas are younger than at least
part of th~ Pane Chaung Group, which occurs as
blocks within 1avas in the Che Chaung. They
are older than the Albian limestones which overlie
them and locally contain basaltic pebbles. However,
their close association with A1bian limestones,

In the Arakan, pillows are well exposed at
two localities (N/3 255 288 ~ 248 236) in the
Yethawa Chaung. At least 50 m of green and purple
eastward-younging pillows up to a metre in diametre
with calcite amygdales and with minor lava breccia
are present. Thin beds of limestone are interbedded
with and overlie the pillow lavas, and marble
locally forms the inter-pillow matrix; serpentinite
sills with quatz-dolomite rock occur near the
limestones, which are overlain by conglomerate.
Large floats of hornblende-felspar rock are
derived from near the pillow sequence. Basaltic
1avas are also present west of Laemyethna on
85 K/14.

- 17 -

Contact relationships, correlation and age

West of Saw the sedimentary rocks of the
Group appear to pass transitionally westwards
and stratigraphically downwards through semi
schists into schists of the Kanpetlet schists.
The Pane Chaung Group rocks lying west of the
schists also probably pass transitiona1ly
eastwards into the schists. In the Mindat-Saw
Area the Group is over1ain in angular unconformi ';y
by A1bian limestones, as noted by Gramman (1974),
and locally in the Arakan it is overlain by the
Paunggyi Conglomerate. The Group is also older
than the pillow 1avas present locally beneath the
Paung Chaung Limestone.

Towards the Kanpetlet schist to the west the
beds flatten and then dip west, but young east.
The simplest interpretation of these structural
features is that the present erosion surface
here lies within the inverted limb of a major
recumbent fold or nappe, with the Kanpetlet
schists in the core, overturned to the east
(fig. 5). West of the Kanpetlet Schists the
structure of the Group is uncertain. Dips are
mostly vertical with little way-up evidence.

The boundary of the unit with late Cretaceous
to Eocene rocks to the west is considered to be
everywhere tectonic. In the Mindat-Saw Area the
boundary is the linear and hence high-angle
KEeng Fault, which passes southwards into an
eastward-dipping thrust on 84 L/l, and in the
Falam-Kalemyo Area the boundary is the eastward
inclined Theizang Thrust.

The folding of the Group, and metamorphism
of the Kanpetlet schists, is pre-Campanian
because exotic blocks of schist occur in the Sin
Chaung succession. It probably pre-dates
deposition of the overlying Paung Chaung Limestone
of Albian age, but could be as young as post
Albian pre-Campanian. Elsewhere, turbidites of
upper Triassic age occur in west Sumatra, and
together with cherts form the Semmanggol Formation
in northwestern Malaya (Gobbett, 1973); marine
sediments including mudstones of upper Triassic
age are also present in the Jelai, Kerdau and
Jurong Formation of central Malaya (Burton, 1973).
Marine sands tones and mudstones of probable
turbidite facies and upper Triassic age have
also been reported from northwest Thailand

The age of the flysch-type sediments is
Carnian on the basis of fauna previously reported
in samples from three localities in the Falam
Kalemyo Area (Thaw Tint, pers. commun., 1975),
five stream sections in and north of the Mindat
Saw (Gramman, 1974), and the locality adjacent
to the northeast margin of the Arakan Area
(Theoba1d, 1871). A sample (K/4 335 758) from
~he stream east of Kanpetlet contained probable
Halobia, indicating a middle or upper Triassic
age (annex 2).
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Taungmauk Unit on the geological map (fig. 20).
The unit is structurally complex and consists of
probable upper Triassic flysch, together with
areas of Paunggy~ Conglomerate and possible younger
Eocene sediments. The relationship among these
units has not been determined. In the Zegon
Chaung (J/l4 223 609) laminated muddy limestones
associated with large float of chert and quartz
dolomite rock indicate the possible presence of
the Paung Ch~ung limestone.

~__~ ~~ o_ .. _

Undifferentiated unit in the A~akan

A narrow area in the east of the Arakan,
southwest of Okshitpin, is shown as the

including the presence of interpillow limestone
adjacent to overlying Albian limestones in the
Salin and Yethawa Chaungs, suggests that the
pillow lavas are of early Albian age or slightly
older.
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small-scale folds are present, the limestone is
intensely veined by calcite and largely crystal
line. In the Mahin Chaung on 84 L/l a fossilifer
ous horizon includes corals, large bivalves, and
gastropods up to 20 cm in length, and ammonites
were observed at two localities, but in general
organic remains are scarce.

Stratigraphic relations, palaeontology
and correlation

Gramman (1974) considered that there was no
stratigraphic break between the Limestone and
overlying rocks with a Maastrictian fauna which
he termed the Kabaw Series. The project mapping
showed that in the Mahin Chaung (L/l 260 514)
the Paung Chaung Limestone was overlai.n with
sharp erosive contact by the Paunggyi Conglomerate,
with abundant angular pebbles of limestone (figs.
4 and 5). To the north, in the Paung Chaung~

Upper Albian amrrlonites near the top of the
Limestone (84 K/4 770 346.1, .2) were less than
20 m from an exposure with a Maastrictian fauna
at the base of the Paunggyi Conglomerate (annex 3).
Ammonites were also observed within the Formation
"hi the Mu Chaung, and on 84 L/l (234 349) calcareous
algae from the base of the Formation were of
probable Aptian-Albian age (annex 3). The Formation
is therefore largely Albian, but possibly includes
the lower Cenomanian and Aptian, and is overlain
uncorformably by the late upper Cretaceous Paunggyi
Conglomerate. The Formation is probably equivalent
to the "OrbitoliI'lll" limestones associated with
serpentinites in the Second Defile of the Irrawaddy
in northeastern Burma, described by Clegg (1937)
and Sahni (1937), and to the mid-Cretaceous
limestone of the ,Jade Mines area (Chhibber, 1934;
Clegg,194l). I,

I

tDolomite-quartz r?ck

Dolomite-quartz rocks is common as large
boulders and rarely as lenticular beds where the
Paung Chaung Limestone lies adjacent to serpentinites

Although the actual unconformable contact
between the' limestone and Triassic rocks to the
west noted by Gramman (1974) was not observed,in
the Mahin Chaung on 84 L/l (260 491) limestone
with Triassic sandstone pebbles lies within 2 m
of the Pane Chaung Group; to the north in the
same stream, the limestone contains lava pebbles
and lies adjacent to pillow lavas to the west
(L/l 260 514).

Paung Chaung Limestone Formation

Definition, distribution and thickness
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Limestone of late lower to early upper
Cretaceous (Albian-Cenomanian) age was first
reported by Gramman (1974) in the Saw Chaung of
the Mindat-Saw Area and stmams to the north
extending over a distance of 50 km. The prp-sent
mapping indic~ted that this limestone continued
southwards as a discontinuous and locally tecto
nically repeated belt up to 800 m in outcrop
width along the eastern foothills of the Chin
Hills. The name Paung Chaung Limestone is
taken from the stream which flows along strike
within it 7 km northwest of Saw. The unit here
dips regularly eastwards at up to 70°, with
only local small-scale folds, but in the Mahin
Chaung and the cont.Lnua t Lon to the south across
sheet 84 L/l it is mc-at.Ly vertical and in places
tightly folded. The maximum stratigraphic
thickness of the Limestone, observed on 84 L/l,
is probably about 200 m.

Gramman (1974) described the rock as a thin
bedded fissile asphaltic limestone with local
siliceous and cherty limestone layers. The
Formation i~ easily recognized in river bank
exposures, occurring as greyish-white weathering
well-bedded muddy limestones in units up to 30 m
thick. On fresh surfaces the limestone is mostly
grey to black and well-laminated (fig. 14);
horizontal burrows up to 5 mm diameter are
commonly visible on fresh surfaces. Black
pyritic mudstones and silstones in places form
thin beds between limestones, and on 84 L/l
units of black mudstone up to 20 m thick alternate
with limestone. Within the Limestone at two
localities (e.g., 84 L/l 275 370) a thin bed
with a tuffaceous appearance contains small
pebbles and grains of deeply weathered chlori
tized basalt and minor detrital felspar in a
calcareous sandy matrix. Locally, mostly where

Lithology

The presence in the east of the Aral~n Area
(N/l 255 228) of limestones inmediately overlying
pillow lavas and associated with serpentinite
sills and quartz-dolomite rock described below
suggests that the Paung Chaung Limestone extends
southwards through the Arakan; however, in the
absence of palaeontological evidence it is not
shown on the Arakan geological map (fig. 20).



Lithology

The Formation comprises a very wide range of
lithologies, of which the most characteristic
are conglomerates and grits, cross-bedded
sandstone and shales, turbidites, and lenticular
limestones. There are few systematic vertical
variations in lithology thorughout the Formation,
al~hough shales are perhaps more common near but
above the base, and the thicker limestones are
restricted to the middle and upper part of the
Formation.

The Formation occupies a generally north
trending belt of ridges and valleys, the fo~er

attaining an elevation of over 2,500 ft in the
east of the Arakan. East of the Chin Hills it
occupies higher ground than the Laungshe Shales
further east, and in the Falam-Kalemyo Area it
is bordered in the west by alluvium of the ~ittha

and Neyinza river valleys. In most places th~o 0Formation dips east at 30 to 60 , and is locally
subvertical. However in the Falam-Kalemyo Area
it is locally folded, and westerly dips are
visible in inliers beneath alluvium to the east
of Kan. On 84 L/l, near the contact with the
Paung Chaung Limestone, the Conglomerate in
places shows tight folds.

In the Mon Chaung on 84 L/l the base of the
Conglomerate is a well-sorted pebble bed with
rounded clasts consisting almost entirely of ~~in

quartz lying directly on serpentinite in some
places and on Paung Chaung Limestone in others.

Area. The Kabaw Shales (Than Tun, 1967; Gramman,
1974)reportedly undarlying the Conglomerate
could not be distinguished as a mappable unit.

The lower part of the Formation is best
exposed in the Mindat-Saw Area in streams
draining the mountains to the west. In the
Paung Chaung (K/4 770 346) the lowest exposure,
20 m east of limestones of the Paung Chaung
Formation, shows cross-bedded sandstone, grit
with foraminifera, ortho-conglomerates with
rounded vein quartz pebbles and black mudstones.
Exposures higher in the succession in this stream
and in a similar stratigraphic position along
strike in the Pan Chaung show laminated carbo
naceous and locally calcareous sands tones with
local sole marks and rippled tops alternating
with siltstones, and interbedded orthoconglomera
tes with rounded pebbles and cobbles of vein
quartz, coloured chert, mudstone, sandstone,
pyritized porphyritic basic lava, black quartzite,
and rare hornblende micro-gabbro, greenschist,
mica-schist and serpcntinite; thin lenses of
purple limestone also occur, and fallen blocks
of coralline and foraminiferal limestone with
pelecypods and echinoids are present. In the
Khu Chaung, south of the Pan Chaung conglomerates,
cross-bedded sandstones and beds up to 30 cm
thick of lustrous black,coal are present.
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Paunggyi Conglomerate Formation

Coloured chert

The rock is usually yellowish or rarely
blue-black in colour, consisting mostly of
dolomite and minor calcite, with irregular veins
and patches of quartz and in some samples small
amounts of bright green probably chromi.um-bearing
chlorite. In lithology and association with
ultrabasic rocks it resembles silica-carbonate
rock described from else' here, for example the
ophicalcite of the Himalayas and the carbonatized
serpentinites of Califormia. However, in the
Indoburman Ranges the rock is indoubtedly an
alteration product of limestone, probably formed
during circulation of ground waters.

or pillow lavas. For example in the Mahin Chaung
(84 LIl 259 518) pillow lavas lying east of,
serpentinite are overlain by a belt of quartz
dolomite rock a few metres wide, which passes
eastwards into Paung Chaung Limestone. Identical
rock occurs in the Arakan in the Yethaya Chaung
(NIl 253 232) adjacent to a serpentinite sill,
and in the Zegon Chaung (J/14 223 609). The rock
also occurs as large boulders in stream.s draining
the Pane Chaung Group. In some boulders unmeta
morphosed siltstone is interbedded with quartz
dolomite rock.

Gramman (1974) referred to cherty limestones
within the Albian-Cenomanian Limestones. Although
during the present mapping no cherty beds were
found within the Paung Chaung Limestone, boulders
of coloured banded chert or calcareous chert
are common near outcrops of the Pane Chaung
Limestone. These are possibly derived from
local cherty or silicified beds within the
Limestone, although alternatively they could
be remnants of stratigraphic unit beneath it.
In the Pane Chaung of the Falam-Kalemyo Area
about 80 m of silicified limestone or calcareous
chert are present, well laminated and colour2d,
but in an uncertain stratigraphic position.

Definition, distribution, topographic
expression and structure

Cotter (1912, 1915) described a conglomer
atic unit at the base of the western Trough
succession from the Western Outcrops of the
Minbu Basin, north of Thayetmyo and extending
through the Mindat-Saw Area. He termed this
the Paunggyi or Shwelegyin Conglomerate (Cotter,
1915). Similar conglomerates to the east were
later described by other workers and considered
by Cotter (1938) to be local beds within the
Laungshe Shales. The present mapping indicated
that the Paunggyi Conglomerate fo~s a mappable
unit in the Mindat-Saw Area and that a unit of
similar lithology and more than 1,200 m thick
is present in the Falam-Kalemyo Area and occucs
locally in the easternmost part of the Arakan
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pillow lavas in the Yethaya Chaung, (N/3 255
228), and in the Myauk Chaung (K/14) they are
closely associated with schists, phyllites and
serpentinites, although the contact relationships
are obscure.
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Laungshe Shales Formation

A thick succession of fine-grained sediments
was described by Cotter (1912) from the Minbu
Basin in and south of the village of Laungshe
near the southern margin of the Mindat-Saw Area.
In the Falam-Kalemyo Area beds of different
lithology occupy the stratigraphic position of
the Laungshe Shales. In the Mindat-Saw Area the
base of the unit is drawn above the uppermost
conglomerate of the Paunggyi Conglomerate. The
Shales mostly occupy north-trending valleys with

The absence of Paloeocene fossils, and marked
difference in clasts between the lower and upper
part of the Formation, suggests that it might
consists of two units, a lower one of Maastrichtian
age and an upper one of lower Eocene age, separated
by an angular unconformity. On the basis of
lithology and probable age the lower part of the
Formation can be provisionally correlated with
the locally conglomeratic Namakauk Limestone and
the upper part with the Kangon and Ketpanda
Formations of the Pinlebu-Banmauk Area (Technical'
Report No. 2).

The unconformable contact of the Conglomerate
with older rocks to the west was first reported
by Cotter (1938). In the project areas the
Conglomerate lies unconformably on t he Pane
Chaung Group, pillow lavas, Taung Caaung Lime
stone, and serpentinites, an~ probably on Campanian
olistostromes in the Sin Chaung succession
described below. In the Mindat-Saw Area the
Conglomerate passes up into the Laungshe Shales;
in the northern Falam-Kalemyo Area it is locally
overlain with transitional contact by the Yomagale
Formation, but in many places here the contact is
a thrust.

Stratigraphic relations, correlation
and age

Win Swe et al. (in press) described Campanian
ammonites from the Kabaw Shale, here included in
the Paunggyi Conglomerate, northeast of Kalemyo.
A fossiliferous sample of sandstone from the base
of the Formation in the Paung Chaung (84 K/4 770
346,.1) yielded a fauna indicating a late Cretaceous
and probable Maastrichtian age, and limestones
(84 1/3 RU 6577) from the middle to upper part
of the Formation northeast of Ka1emyo were of
probable early Eocene age (annex 3). In the
Zegon Chaung of the Arakan Area (J/14 216 611)
a conglomerate similar in lithology to the Paunggyi
Conglomerate is interbedded with shel1y limestones
with foraminifera of lower Eocene age (annex 3).

The conglomerates pass up into characteristic
cross-bedded to massive grey-green fine-grained
sandstones which are locally calcareous.

In the Falam-Kalemyo Area the Formation
is well exposed along the Kalemyo-Kalewa Road
and in numerous westerly-draining streams to
the north and south. The lower part of the
Formation, termed the Kyigon Shale by Win Swe
et al. (1927), shows concretionary mudstones,
siltstones, and sandstones, locally carbonaceous,
with thin beds of conglomerate containing quartz
and rare volcanic pebbles. This unit passes up
transitionally into the former Unnamed Formation
of Win Swe et al. (1972) where conglomerates
are more abundant, comprising white to buff
cross-bedded units up to 5 m thick, with rounded
clasts up to 4 cm diameter of vein quartz,
mudflakes, dacitic lava and red and grey chert.
In the lower and middle part of the former
Hpetlaik Formation the road section shows
sandstones and shales with local quartzose
grits and a distinctive boulder bed with well
rounded clasts up to 30 cm diameter of plutonic
and volcanic rock comprising purple plagiophyric
andesite, biotite granodiorite and micrograno
diorite, dacite, vein quartz and siltstone. The
uppermost part \ f the Formation above the boulder
bed includes pebble sandstones with pebbles and
cobbles of volcanic rock scattered in a sandy
matrix.

Within the Eastern Belt of the Arakan
conglomerates are widespread, with clasts
locally up to 20 cm diameter of 'mostly well
rounded sandstone, mudstone, vein quartz,
schist, phyllite, red chert, pillow lava,
felspar-porphyry lava, gabbro and serpentinite.
The conglomerates overlie serpentinites and

Lenticular limestones are best developed
in the middle to upper part of the Formation
in the Falam-Kalemyo Area, forming in places
a prominent scarp facing the Kalemyo Valley
to the west. The limestone northeast of
Kalemyo fs at least 70 m thick, consisting
of poorly-bedded pure grey limestone la~king

sedimentary structures and locally consisting
of foraminifera with, in places, shell fragments
and corals. Abundant float of quartz-shell
fragment-foraminiferal grit are present.
Near the south of the Falam-Kalemyo Area, in
the Myinzachaung, west-dipping beds of the
Paunggyi Conglomerate comprise strongly
cross-bedded and rippled fine-grained sandstone
with convoluted cross-beds, sandstone-mudstone
alternations, mud-pebble conglomerated, and
rippled sandstones with calcareous concretions
up to a metre in diameter. In general, there
is some evidence for an upwards change in the
composition of conglomerate clasts, with
basalts more common near the base of the
Formation and acidic volcanic and plutonic
rocks in the upper part.
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Yomagale Formation

Tabyin Clays Formation

These were first described by Cotter (1914)
from a locality north of the Mindat-Saw Area,
and subsequently mapped within the Area by Clegg
and others. The Clays occupy a valley between
the Tilin Sandstone to the west and the major
scarp of the Pondaung Sandstone to the east;
exposures are restricted to local cliffs in
river banks. The predominant lithology is grey
to greenish or bluish solft mudstone, with
interbedded fine-grained sandstones which commonly
occur in "packets" of sandstone-mudstone alter
nations up to 5 m thick. Sandstones rarely
exceed 10 cm in thickness, and are carbonaceous
with mica flakes; some sandstones a centimetre
thick show abundant load casts. Thin coal lenses
are common at the base of the sands tones and
within the clays. The Formation is possibly
equivalent to the shales in the upper part of
the Yomagale Formation of the Falam-Kalemyo Area.
Cotter (1938) considered the Clays to be of
Letetian age on the basis of a nummulite from
south-southeast of Tabyin.

The Yomagale Formation is restricted to the
Falam-Kalemyo Area and defined as the strati
graphic unit between the top of the Paunggyi
Conglomerate and the base of the thick cross
bedded sandstones of the Pondaung Sandstone. It
is approximately equivalent to the top of the
Hpetlaik Formation and to the Kyaukka Shale
Formation of Win Swe et al. (1972), but as
exposures are limited-near- the original type
areas, the unit is here named from the Range
in the southeastern part of the Area where it
is well exposed. The Formation is approximately
equivalent to the Laungshe, Tilin and Tabyin
Formations of the Mindat-Saw Area. The predomi
nant lithology comprises a monotonous succession
of shales and interbedded carbonaceous sandstone
turbidites; sandstones range up to several
metres in thickness with prominent flute casts
and rippled tops to many beds; amalgamated beds
similar to those in the Tilin Sandstone are
probably present.

Near the top of the Formation the proportion
of shales increas~s, and beneath both the strati
graphic and tectoniL contact with the Pondaung
Sandstone a shaley urit is locally present
comprising broken beds of mudstone and silty
mudstone with disrupted thin beds of green
sandstone. The broken beds are either a slumped
unit, or tectonical1y broken as a result of
westward over-thrusting.at the base of the
Pondaungs. The Yomagale Formation overlies the
Paunggyi Conglomerate conformably. It mostly
dips east, but at the northern end of both belts
it swings eastwards, forming southward-plunging
synclines, the eastern limbs of which are
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Tilin Sandstone Formation

local ridges formed of sandstones with minor
shales, siltstonesand mudstones. In most placeso 0dips are regularly eastwards at 0 to 60 ,
althou~h local folds are present in the lower
part of the Formation. The estimated strati
graphic thickness is around 1,500 m. Exposures
are poor throughout much of the Formation; pre
dominant lithologies are laminated carbonaceous
siltstones and mudstones and local turbidite
sandstones showing rare sole marks, and thin
calcareous concretionary beds. In places units
consisting largely of sandstones with thin
interbedded siltstones form topographic ridges.
On 84 L/l a thin but prominent conglomerate
bed occurs within the Shales.

Sandstones overlying the Laungshe Shales
were first described by Cotter (1914), who noted
that they disappeared along strike north and
south of the type-area near Saw. The present
mapping showed that the Tilin Sands tones of Cotter
form a continuous unit within the Mindat-Saw
Area and on 84 L/1, but cannot be recognized in
the Falam-Kalemyo Area. They everywhere dip
easterly at 300 to 700

• forming a distinctive
west-facing scarp.

A section through the unit is well-~xposed

in the Saw Chaung and its tributaries. In the
Saw Chaung the lower part of the succession
shows mudstones and carbonaceous siltstones
with pelecypod shells, and thin sharp-based
calcareous sandstones resembling turbidites,
forming units up to 3 m thick; these are inter
bedded with fine to medium-grained carbonaceous
calcareous sandstones up to 5 m thick with
erosive bases, low-angle cross-bedding and
parallel lamination, overlain by thicker grey
to black mudstones and siltstones, with local
burrowed and rippled sandstone lenses showing
"flaser bedding" and rare lenses of shell debris.

Further up-succession in the Saw Chaung
sandstone beds up to 7 m thick are separated
by up to 50 cm of fine-grained cross-laminated
sandstone and siltstone with coal lenses. The
thick sandstones are mostly calcareous, ranging
from fine to coarses-grained and gritty with
mud pebbles, either structureless throughout
or with faint parallel or low-angle cross-bedding.
These are overlain by similar sands tones with
interbedded mudstones up to 5 cm thick; the
sandstones show load and flute casts and in
places form amalgamated beds; within the
sandstones large concretions occur locally. A
number of fossiliferous horizons abundant
pelecypod shells are present, mostly in the
lower part of the Formation. The fauna reported
by Cotter (1938) indicated an Eocene age. On
84 L/l the Tilin Sandstone forms a tectonic
klippe thrust westwards over the Paunggyi
Conglomerate (see fig. 10D).
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Letkat Formation

the Pondaung Sandstone to the west and younger
sandstones to the east. The contact with the
underlying Pondaung Sandstone is commonly obscured
by landslides along the dip slope.

Definition, distribution and
topographic expression

The Yaw Shales have been described by Cotter
(1914, 1938) and Chhibber (1934) in and adjacent
to the ~indat-Saw Area and by Win Swe et al.
(1972) east of Ka1emyo. The present mapping,
concerned largely with the distribution ~nd

stratigraphic relations of the unit, dOtS not
add signific~nt1y to the earlier lithological
description. Grey and coloured shales are the
predominant lithology, with interbedded carbonaceous
sandstones , phosphatic horizons, thin limestones
and seat earths and black carbonaceous shales
associated with coal beds. Up to 12 coal seams
are present near the Thitchauk mine, mostly less
than half a metre thick, but with a maximun
thickness of about 2 m. The Yaw Shales are highly
fossi1iferous and gasteropods, 1ame11ibranchs,
foraminifera and fish remains have been described,
indicating an upper Eocene age (Cotter, 1938).

Thitchauk Conglomerate Member

This unit, not differentiated on the geo
logical map (fig. 18), lies at the hase of the
Formation and has a maximum thickness of around
100 m. It is fairly persistent along strike,
but in some localities south of the type-area
does not form a mappable unit and was observed
only as boulders at the foot of the scarp. It
consists of conglomerates forming well-defined
beds between sandstone units. Strong cross
bedding and brown ferr.uginous staining are
characteristic. C1asts in conglomerates are
mostly rounded and up to 5 cm in diameter, but
rarely exceed 2 cm; more than 99 per cent are
of vein quartz. Other c1asts are sub-angular
and composed of si1icified or cherty mudstone
and laminated mudstone-siltstone; very rare
conglomerate pebbles occur. Win Swe et al.
(1972) noted the occurence of basic volcanic
c1asts. Interbedded sandstones and grits are
grey to white in ~olour, and often weather to

The term Letkat Formation was applied by Aung
Khin and Kyaw Win (1969) to the thick succession
of sands tones and si1tstones overlying the Yaw
Formation east of Ka1emyo. Subsequently Win Swe
et al. (1972) divided the Formation into two
Members, the Thitchauk Conglomerate and Nwa Taung
Sandstone. The Formation extends north-south for
25 km along the eastern margin of the map, forming
a prominent west-facing scarp above the valley
occupied by the Yaw Formation to the west; bedding
traces within the unit are clearly visible on air
photographs. Dips are easterly at 300 to 500

•
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Pondaung Sandstone Formation

Yaw Shales Formation

The name Pondaung Sandstone was given by
Cotter (1914) to the sandstone unit lying
between the Tabyin Clays and Yaw Shales, near
the Yaw River adjacent to the Mindat-Saw Area.
Within the Area, the Pondaung Sandstone forms
a major ridge with a maximum elevation of
2,683 ft interrupted east of Thigon by a valley
under'LaIn by Tabyin Clays. The Pondaungs are
also present in the east of the Fa1am-Ka1emyo
Area (Win Swe e1 al., 1972). In both areas
they form a steep west-facing scarp.

largely overidden by the th~ust at the base of
the Pondaungs. Although in the central part of
the Formation there is no direct evidence for
a thrust and the Yomagale Formation is probably
overlain stratigraphically by the Pondaung
Sandstones, it is possible that the boundary
here is also tectonic in most places. The age
of the Formation based on its stratigraphic
position is lower to middle Eocene.

In the Mindat-Saw Area the Formation is
best exposed in the tributaries of the Sa1in
Chaung. The lowest part of the Formation
consists of coarse-grained sands tones uith sole
marks and ripple marked surfaces interbedded
with mudstones. These pass up into cross
bedded sandstones which comprise much of the
Formation; they contain large calcareous con
cretions and are interbedded with rippled shales
and local coal bands up to 10 cm thick.
Sandstones are mostly carbonaceous and detrital
grains are of quartz, p1agioc1ase and volcanic
rock fragments and minerals. Their interbedded
conglomerates contain rounded c1asts of chert,
vein quartz and reddish ferruginous mud. In
the upper part of the Formation local limestone
lenses up to 20 cm thick and reddish brown
siltstones and sandstones are present locally
within the succession of brown-weathering
sandstones and grey siltstones and mudstones.
In the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area the Pondaung Sandstone
comprises the three Members of Win Swe et al.
(1972), and referred to informally on the geo
logical map (fig. 18) as units. The most
distinctive of these, the Middle Unit, comprises '
red and yellow sandstones and mudstones with
mud-pebble conglomerates, strong cross-bedding
and evidence of abundant channel-fill structures.

The term Yaw stage was applied by Cotter
(1914) to a succession of shales between the
Pondaung Sandstones and Pegu Series in the Yaw
River section. Within the project areas the
stratigraphic equivalents of the Yaw Shales
are restricted to the southeastern corner of the
Mindat-Saw Area and the eastern margin of the
Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area. In both areas they dip
regularly eastwards and occupy a valley between
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a friable rock, less resistant to erosion than
the conglomerates.

Nwa Taung Sandstone Member

The Nwa Taung Sandstone over1ies the
Thitchauk Conglomerate with a transitional contact.
Its outcrop width is much greater than that of
the Conglomerate and its upper part lies east of
the area. Much of the unit consists of medium
to coarse-grained sandstone strongly cross-
bedded throughout. It is mostly a rather wel1
sorted quartzose sandstone :Lnc1uding felspar
and white and dark mica flakes; in a few places
quartz pebbles up to 1 cm diameter are present,
and rare mud pebbles were observed. Large oval
concretions are present locally. Sedimentary
features considered typical of the Sandstone
are well exposed beside the Ka1emyo-Ka1ewa car
road; coarsening-upward sequences up to 2 m
thick comprise the upwards sequence: parallel
laminated si1ty mudstone, cross-laminated
si1stone and fine sandstone, cross-bedded
sandstone.

Stratigraphic relations, correlation
and age

The Letkat Formation over1ies the Yaw
Formation of upper Eocene age with no obvious
angular discordance, but there is some regional
evidence for an unconformity. It is considered
to be broadly equivalent to the lower units of
the Pegu Group of 01igocene to Miocene age in
the Minbu Basin to the south, but unlike part
of the Pegu Group, the Letkat Formation is
probably largely a f1uviati1e facies. The
Formation can also probably be correlated with
the Wabo Chaung Formation of the Pin1ebu-Banmauk
area to the northeast.

Raised gravel deposits and alluvium

Gravel beds are widespread along the margins
of the Myittha-Neyinzaya river valleys in the
Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area and along the valley in the
Mindat-Saw Area, where they were termed Maw
Gravels (Cotter, 1938). They also form isolated
low hills surrounded by alluvium in the east of
the Arakan Area. In the Chin Hills the gravels
lie unconformab1y on Triassic rocks to the west
as noted by Cotter (1938), and on the Paunggyi
Conglomerate to the east. The gravels are mostly
horizontal, with a thickness probably not
exceeding 50 m. Most dips are sub-horizontal,
although local steep dips are present, and Cotter
considered the gravels to be gently folded in a
broad syncline.

The gravel beds contain rounded to angular
clasts up to boulder size of vein quartz and in
places sandstone and schist corresponding to '
those in the underlying and adjacent strati
graphic units. Mammal remains (Cotter, 1938)
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indicate a late Tertiary age, probably Miocene
to P1iocene. The relationship of the gravels
to the Irrawaddian Series 'east of the areas
mapped is uncertain. Horizontal alluvial
deposits occupy much of the north-trending
valleys in the Chin Hills Areas in which the
raised gravels occur, and the two units are
not differentiated on the geological maps.
Alluvium -also occupies part of the river valleys
in the Laungshe Shales and Tabyin Clays in the
Mindat-Saw Area and the western margin of the
Irrawaddy Delta Plain east of the Arakan , A
narrow strip of alluvium along the coastal plain
of the Arakan locally extends inland up the
major valleys; these areas are too narrow to
be shown on the geological map.

Structure

The Western Trough succession within all
three areas forms in broad terms the western
limb of a major sync1ine (see fig. 11), of which
part of the eastern limb is exposed west of the
batho1ith in the Pin1ebu-Banmauk Area (Technical
Report No. 2). The succession is locally
repeated in the Fa1am-Kalemyo and Mindat-Saw
Areas by eastward-dipping thrusts, which affect
the base of the Pondaung Sandstone in the former
and the Tilin Sandstone and older units in the
latter, but there are few major high-angle faults.

On LANDSAT photographs it is evident that
the thrusts within the Fa1am-Ka1emyo and Mindat
Saw Areas form part of a north-trending belt
and are mostly distributed in echelon. The
north-trending thrusts at their northern end
characteristically swing to the east and in
some cases southeast, forming hook-shaped
structures. As a result of the thrusting, the
succession in detail consists of the western
limb of a number of sync1ines, mostly plunging
south, the eastern limb of which is cut out by
the base of a further thrust sheet to the east.
Because the thrusts are mostly parallel to
bedding, in some areas they can be recognized
only where mapping shows either an incomplete
or repeated succession, and it is possible that
unrecognized thrusts are present within the
topographically negative and poorly exposed
Laungshe Shales and Tabyin Clays. Significant
strike-slip movement may have occured along
the north-trending parts of the thrusts, but
this has not been resolved by the mapping.

The contact of the Paung Chaung Limestone
with the ~ocks of the Eastern Belt of the ranges
to the west is in many places stratigraphic,
and there is clearly no single major regional
thrust at the base of the Western Trough
succession. However, towards the base of the
Laungshe Shales and through the Paunggyi
Conglomerate local folding increases to the west,
and small anticlines and synclines are locally
exposed. In 84 L/1, south of the Mindat-Saw
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cating that local imbricate thrust zones are present.
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Area,the Paung Chaung Limestone and overlying
basal part of the Paunggyi Conglomerate show tight
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Broken beds are common, and locally exposed
for hundred of metres along stream gorges. They
consist of angular sandstone bodies ranging in
size from pebbles to large blocks, and rarely
pebbles and boulders of micritic limestone, in
a tightly folded laminated to structureless
mudstone matrix lacking evidence of cleavage.
Within the Formation are occurrences of volcanic
rock, conglomerate, diorite, quartz-haematite
rock, and bedded chert. In a few localities
these can be observed in situ, but most occur
as float in streams. Comparison with the
excellent wavepolished exposures on the Arakan
Coast (first section, chap. 8) where blocks of
identical rock occur in slumped units within
lower to middle Eocene turbidite sequences,
suggests that the blocks within the Mudstone
Micrite Formation are exotic and occur within
broken beds, interpreted as olistostromes
interbedded with mudstones, turbidites, and thin
micrites.

Most blocks are less than 5 m in diameter,
but some larger ones occur. For example, in
the Manipur River, Falam-Kalemyo Area, chloritised
andesitic lava, microdiorite and tuff are well
exposed over a distance of more than a kilometre,
and in the valley north of Haka coloured andesitlc
conglomerates and silicified tuffs up to 50 m
thick are present, associated with quartz and
lava pebble conglomerates and probable blocks of
cross-bedded sandstone. Northeast of Falam a
body of pillow lava at least 100 m in length
resembles in field appearance and thin section
the pillows of the Eastern Belt; nearby float

to a few centimetres thick; thicker beds near
the eastern margin of the Formation in the Falam
Kalemyo Area form prominent features on air
photographs, and are well-exposed in river
gorges, for example, the Lungrang Klang limestones
west of Kan descr:f.bed by Brunnschweiler (1966),
and beds up to 50 m thick west of Kalemyo and
Yezagyo. The limestones, which break with a
characteristic conchoidal fracture, are cream,
y~110w, white or pink in colour as noted by
Theobald (1871), mostly show faint lamination
and commonly include small planktonic foraminifera
visible in hand specimen. Contacts between the
limestones and shales are sharp and clearly
stratigraphic in stream section, although in
weathered exposures the limestones commonly
protrude from the shales, leading Brunnschweiler
(1966) to suppose that th~y were exotic blocks.

VI. STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF WESTERN BELT OF CHIN HILLS
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Falam Mudstone-Micrite Formation

The project mapping indicates that the
Western Belt of the Indoburman Ranges forms a
distinct structural unit lying west of the
Triassic rocks. It consits of a succession of
late Cretaceous to Eocene age (fig. 4), folded
and locally affected by westward directed thrusts
in the Chin Hills (fig. 5), but structurally
complex in the Arakan. This structural unit
corresponds broadly to the Negrais Series and
the parts of the "Axials" with coloured limestones
of Theobald (1871), and the Chin flysch of
Kyaw Win (1969).

Definition, distribution and
topographic expression

Lithology

This Formation consists largely of mudstones
and sandstone turbidites, with locally abundant
beds of micritic limestone which distinguish
it from the overlying Formation. It is exposed
in the bottoms and lower slopes of most of the
northerly trending valleys and locally occurs
at elevations of up to 5,000 ft, for example at
Falam. The unit everywhere dips steeply and
is commonly sub-vertical and locally overturned.
It is not easily d~stinguished on air photographs
from the Chunsung Mudstone-Turbidite Formation,
although in places it shows rather less relief
and characteristic absence of bedding traces.

Fine-grained micritic or porcellanous
limestones are present throughout the Formation
as beds and lenses, mostly ranging from 5 m

The Formation is remarkably monotonous
throughout. The most abundant rock type is grey
to black mudstone and silty mudstone in which
sandstone turbidites rarely more than 50 cm
thick are present. These commonly show sharp
bases and tops and lack sole marks so way-up can
rarely be determined. The sandstones are mostly
fine-grained and some are calcareous and
carbonaceous; detrital minerals are mostly quartz
and plagioclase. In a few localities conglomer
ates and grits are interbedded with the mudstone,
and contain quartz,> chert and rarely volcanic
pebbles. The sediments are locally phyllitic
and in a few places show small-scale Z-folds.
Veins of quartz and calcite are common in the
lower part of the Formation.
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The thin sandstones mostly show sharp bases
and tops and lack both sole marks and distinct
internal sedimentary structures. Interbedded
mudstones and siltstones are mostly grey, but a
faint purple to green colour is present in some
weathered exposures. The thicker sandstones,
some of which are up to 2 m thick, are mostly
medium to coarse-grained with abundant mudstone
pebbles. Some show erosive bases with grading
and sole marks. Most occur in units comprising
two to 30 or more sandstones, interbedded with
thin mudstones. They are well exposed in the
western and southern flanks of the Zinghmu Klang
Sync1ine and in the Mon Chaung in the Mindat
Saw Area. In thin section the sands tones
resemble those in the underlying Falam Mudstone
Micrite Formation.

The Formation over1ies the Falam Mudstone-

In the Fa1am-Kalemyo Area lenticular bodies
of limestone up to a kilometre long occur at
three localities (84 F/9 070 ?75~ 84 F/14 340
8/:,5; at. F/15 095 199). They are mostly lo11lite to
cream-coloured bioca1carenite, calcirudite, and
bioherma1 limestones with poorly developed
bedding. Their relationship with the adjacent
Mudstones and sandstones is not clear, but the
presence of strongly calcareous sands tones and
marls adjacent to the Lungpd Limestone (Stf FIC)
070 Z75) suggests that they are interbedded in
the ForMation rather than exotics.

Broken beds, comparable to those in the
underlying Formation, are common in the lower
part of the Chunsung Formation, but absent in
the upper 500 to 700 m of succession. In the
Mindat-Saw and less commonly in the Falam-Kalemyo
Area float of diorite, quartz-dolomite rock,
basalt, chert, and schist are present in streams
draining the lower part of the Formation. By
analogy with the underlying Formation, the float
are considered to be derived from exotic blocks
in slumped units or olistostromea. West of the
Falam-Ka1emyo Area a body of serpentinite within
the Formation on 84 FIll is interpreted as an
exotic block; in the same area a basaltic sill
30 m thick within sandstone is also probably an
exotic, although it could possibly be an
unrecognized in1ier of Eastern Belt rocks.

Palaeontology, stratigraphic relations
and correlations

SampJ es of the three limestone occurrenceu
in the Fa1am-Kalemyo Area (84 F114 340 845; 84
F/9 070 275 and 84 FI15 095 199) contained algae,
indicating a probable Pa1aeocene age, and corals
in the F/9 and F/14 samples were similar to
Palaeocene species in Pakistan. A sample of
grit in the middle part of the Formation in the
Mindat-Saw Area (84 0/16 936 814) yielded
foraminifera of lower to middle Eocene age
(annex 3).

Definition, distribution, topographic
expression and structure

Lithology

This Formation is the most extensive unit
in the Western Belt of the Chin Hills Areas,
occupying most of the upper and middle slopes
of the valleys and forming some of the ridge
tops. On air photographs it is not easily
distinguished from the Falam Mudstone-Micrite
Formation, and although in places faint bedding
traces are visible near the top of the Formation,
the structure is generally apparent only from
stream traverses and in the Zinghmu Klang
syncline north of Haka. Dips are mostly steep
or vertical, although in the upper parts of
the Formation the dip decreases and in the
eastern flank of the Zinghmu Klang Syncline
and in the westernmost part of the Mindat-Sawo 0Area dips are mostly at 40 to 70 •

Previous descriptions by Brunnschweiler
(1966) and others indicate that the micritic
limestone where fossiliferous contained
foraminifera of upper Cretaceous (Senonian) age.
Four samples of micrite (85 J/13 995 824; 84
F/9 084 349; 85 J/13 215 803; 85 J/14 182 677)
yielded foraminifera of Senonian age, and the
first three of these were of probable Campanian
age (annex 3). As the micrite is interbedded
with the turbidites and mudstones, it can
reasonably be assumed that the Formation is
largely and probably entirely of Campanian
age. The Formation is probably slightly older
than the lower part of the Paunggyi Conglomerate
of the Western Trough, from which it differs
considerably in lithology.

..
inc.rudes pillow lava, cherty tuff and
volcanogenic sediments, and occurs as prominent
boulders in the Manipur River below the road
bridge. The larges non-volcanic block observed
was a body of bedded coloured chert more than
200 m long in the valley south of Theizang.

.. 28 -
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Chunsung Mudstone-Turbidite Formation

Palaeontology, age and correlation

The Formation consists very largely of
mudstones, siltstones and minor sandstones,
similar in the lower part to much of the Falam
Mudstone-·Micrite Formation, but lacking
micritic limestones and with thin fine-grained
sandstones interbedded throughout. There are
also numerous units consisting of thicker
sandstones interbedded with thin mudstones,
which locally form topographic features visible
on air photographs, for example between Haka
and Falam. Grits and fine-grained conglomerates
with clasts of mudstone, quartz and chert occur
at a few horizons in the lower and middle part
of the Formation.
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Uicrite Fopnation with its Campanian fauna and
the palaeontological results indicate a Palaeocene
to middle Eocene age. The lower part of the
Formation is of similar age to but differs in
lithology from the upper part of the Paunggyi
Conglomerate; the upper part of the Formation
shows some lithological similarities to the
Laungshe Shales of the Western Trough~ although
it lacks the thin bands of concretionary
limestones present in the Shales.

Kennedy Sandstone Formation

Definition, distribution and topographic
expression

The Kennedy Sandstone corresponds broadly
to the Sandstone Flysch of Brunnschweiler in
the Falam-Kalemyo Area. The present mapping
shows that it forms a distinct lithological unit
characterized by cross-bedded sandstones and is
the highest stratigraphic unit in the Western
Belt of the Chin Hills Areas. The Sandstone
underlies Mt. Kennedy, the highest peak in the
Falam-Kalemyo Area, and is largely restricted
to elevations above 4,000 ft, where it forms
outliers within synclines. In the Mindat-Saw
Area cross-bedded sands tones , similar in litholo
gy and stratigraphic position to the Kennedy
Sandstone to the north, occur in a narrow segment
bounded on the east by the Kheng fault.

Lithology

Unlike the underlying Formations, the best
exposures of the Kennedy Sandstone are in ridge
crests and adjacent upper slopes of the higher
mountain ranges. The description is based
largely on exposures in three areas. Road-cut
sections in the scarp west of Kennedy Peak show
a number of sandstone beds alternating with
mudstone and silty mudstone. The sandstones,
mostly fine to medium-grained and micaceous,
are up to 3 m thick with erosive bases resulting
in rapid lateral variations in thickness. Some
of the thicker beds contain mudstone pebbles
near the base, are cross-bedded in the lower
part, and pass upwards into parallel-laminated
sandstone, but many either lack lamination or
are parallel-laminated throughout. Interbedded
shales are of grey to grey-green silty mudstone,
commonly carbonaceous, and range from few
centimetres to more than 10 m thick. Similar
sandstones and shales extend up to Kennedy Peak,
and are exposed intermittently along the road
section to the south, forming units up to 15 m
thick. Do~m-successionwest of the Peak,
sandstone~ become thinner and eventually cross
bedded units are absent.

North of Haka, the Kennedy Sandstone is
preserved in the Zinghmu Klang Syncline with
a maximum elevation of 8,414 ft. The east-facing
scarp above Ramklau village is covered in the

lower part with blocks of fallen sandstone, and
only rare exposures of shale of the underlying
Formation are visible. Towards the summit
sandstones and shales form a west-dipping suc
cession at least 100 m in thickness. The
sandstones, forming prominent cliffs, are from
10 to 40 m thick, some consisting of alternations
of massive and parallel-laminated sandstones,
and others of parallel and cross-bedded units
alternating 'with ripple cross-.I.aminated fine
grained sandstones. In the Mindat-Saw Area on
the ridge (84 G/15 948 980) between Hilawng and
Ong thick easterly-dipping sands tones lying
immediately east of the Triassic rocks form two
prominent bands in the west-facing scarp at an
elevation approaching 8,000 ft. The sandstones
are mostly fine to medium-grained with mica
flakes and local mudstone pebbles, showing
prominent cross-bedding and interbedded with
grey fissile shales.

Stratigr:,aphic relations, age and correlatior'

The Kennedy Sandstone lies conformably on
the Chunsung Mudstone-Turbidite Formation, in
the upper part of which there is a gradual
upward increase in the proportion of sandstone
to shale towards the lowest cross-bedded
sandstone of the Kennedy Sandstone. In some
localities it is uncertain whether a thick
sandstone unit lies above or below the base of
the Kennedy Sandstone, for example the scarp
forming sandstone on the motor road near Theizang.
Fossiliferous samples from a rippled ferruginous
sandstone about 50 m below the top of the
Zinghmu Klang Syncline succession yielded small
molluscs suggesting a post-Jurass!e age and a
barnacle of Eocene to recent age (annex 3). The
Formation is younger than the Chunsung Forffiation
with a Palaeocene and lower to middle Eocene
fauna and shows some lithological similarities
to the Tilin Sandstone of middle Eocene age in
the Western Trough. The Kennedy Sandstone is
therefore considered to be of middle Eocene age.

Structure

The only previous attemp to explain the
structure of what is now termed the Wester·' '.'::
of the Chin Hills was by Brunnschweiler (l.
who in the Falam-Kalemyo Areas showed brouu
open folds west of Lungrang Klang and an anticline
overturned to the west at and west of Kennedy
Peak. During the early part of th~ present
mapping the structure remained obscure because
most dips in streams valleys are sub-vertical =

there are few distinctive lithologicsl units,
and even distinction between f1ysch of Triassi~

and Cretaceous-Eocene age is in places very
difficult. However, determination of structure
was facilitated by examining the succession in
the eastern limb of the Zinghmu Klang Sync line
combined with palaeontological determinations,
recognition that the Kennedy Sandstone described



by Brunnschwei1er lay within a sync1ine, and
interpretation of float of volcanic rocks and
other lithologies derived from the lower part
of the succession as exotics within it.

The Western Belt succession, with a total
thickness exceeding 4,000 m, is folded about
N to NNW-trending axes and deeply eroded so that
the youngest rocks (Kennedy Sandstone), which
are also the most 'resistant, are preserved
locally in sync1ines on ridge tops at 4,000 to
8,000 ft elevation (see fig. 5). Dips in the

, '/
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anticlinal cores (Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite Formation)
are mostly sub-vertical and locally slightly
overturned, but decrease up-succession and with
elevation, and in the Kennedy Sandstone they are

omostly less than 50. There is no structural
break between the Kennedy Sandstone and Chunsung
Mudstone-Turbidite Formation. However, the
contact between the Chunsung and Fa1am Mudstone
Micrite Formations is nowhere well exposed, and
although there is no evidence for a tectonic
break, it is not impossible that one is present
in this position.
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VII. STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF WESTERN 'BELT OF ARAKAN
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The coastal bays between ridges are occupied
either by sand beaches with scattered exposures
or bedrock or by wave-cut platforms (fig. 15).
The platforms consist of thick units of black
mudstone with calcareous concretionary laminations,
in places showing disharmonic fields. Within
many of the mud stones are blocks and disrupted
beds of turbidite-mudstone units from less than
a metre to more than 100 m in length, together
with scattered blocks of quartz-dolomite rock,
limestone, banded chert, tuff, and rare basalt
flow breccia, gabbro and pillow lava (fig. 16).
The largest block, of quartz-dolomite rock
exposed beside Ngapali airfield, is 100 ID in
length. Discontinuous beds of strongly cross
bedded sandstone and of orthocong10merates with
quartz pebbles are present in places.

surfaces through steeply-dipping sedimentary
rocks. No significant major variations in
lithology were observed throughout the 170 km
long coastal section.

Most of the positive morphological features
along the coast are elongate narrow ridges
consisting of thick turbidite sands tones and
thin interbedded mudstones. Sandstones are
mostly fine to medium-grained and commonly
calcareous, although some are coarse-grained.
Detrital minerals are felspar, quartz, chert,
and volcanic fragments with common carbonaceous
material including soft coal fragments and mud
pebbles. Many sandstones are more than 3 m
thick, weathering to leave characteristic
resistant spherical concretions. Most sandstones
are massive and structure1ess, but some beds
show parallel lamination, faint cross-bedding
or convolute lamination; erosive bases, flute
casts and load casts are common. The turbidites
and mudstones occur in units up to 300 m thick,
mostly dipping east at a high angle and in some
places younging west.

The more extensive of the mudstones-and
block units are at least 300 m in width, but
in places units of similar lithology from 2 to
10 m thick are sandwiched between thick turbidite
units, with the base of the overlying turbidite
showing large load casts into the mudstone
(fig. 17). In general exotic blocks occur only
in deformed mud stone units thir.ker than about
2 m. Some deformed mudstones up to 10 m thick
have a channel-like cross section at their margins
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Coastal Unit

Rock and morphological units

The Western Belt of the Arakan is structur
ally complex, has few distinctive 1itho10gical
units, and is well-exposed only along the coast
and locally in stream gorge~. Despite ~umerGUS

stream traverses across the Ranges, carried
out largely in order to complete the reconnais
sance geochemica1 sampling programme, it proved
possible in only a few areas to recognize
mappable stratigraphic units. The geological
map (fig. 20) was constructed from air photograph
interpretation and field data and shows dis
tinctive morphological features which do not
necessarily everywhere correspond to strati
graphical or even 1itho10gica1 units.

The coastal plain and adjacent low ranges
in the west of the Arakan appear as a distinctive
unit on air photographs and probably consist
of a single very thick folded and locally thrust
stratigraphic unit. ~nland exposures are
mostly deeply weathered, but along the coast a
wave-cut platform reveals extensive water-polished

The main morphological units are described
briefly below. The Coastal Unit is described
in more detail because the excellent coastal
exposures yielded stl.atigraphic and sediment
010gica1 information which facilitated interpre
tation of the Western Belt in both the Arakan
and Chin Hills Areas.

Each unit consists either very largely
or entirely of interbedded turbidite sands tones
and mudstones, forming a succession of remarkable
monotony. With the exception of the Modi Taung
Unit, considered to be a stratigraphic unit
and the younge. ': of the uni ts recognized, all
the units contain exotic blocks, rarely
observed in situ except on the coast, but
commonly occurring as float in streams. Most
of the units also include broken beds, interpreted
as olistostromes by comparison with the we11
exposed olistostromes of the Coastal Unit. The
upper Cretaceous micritic limestones, considered
by Brunnschweiler (1966) to be exotic, are
in most places stratigraphic units interbedded
with mudstones, as in the Chin Hills (see fig.
4), but it is possible that a few occurrences
in the Coastal Unit and elsewhere are exotic.
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truncating turbidi.tes and mudstones. Many of
the blocks in the mudstone are clearly largely
exotic, and most can be matched with rocks of
Triassic to mid-Cretaceous age in the Eastern
Belt. The conglomerates and cross-bedded
sandstones are probably derived from the
Paunggyi Conglomerate to the eaSL, rather than
from beds within the Coastal Unit. The
mudstone host rock is not.;heared and hence
not a melange, and each unit was folded
before deposition of overlying turbidites,
suggesting an origin as olistostromes (with
exotics) and slumps (lacking exotics).

Foraminifera from a grit forming the
Lintha Range east of Sandoway were of upper
Palaeocene to middle 01igocene age, and a
calcareous sandstone block within an olistostrome
from Andrew Bay was of lower to middle Eocene
age (see annex 3). Micritic limestones of
upper Cretaceous age are very rare in the
Coastal Unit, probably occurring only as
exotics. The age of the Unit is therefore
considered to be lower Eocene or possibly
Pa1aeocene to middle Eocene.

Central Range Unit

This is the most extensive morphological
unit in the Arakan occupying most of the
mountain range east of the Triassic rocks.
It consists mostly of uplands areas, 'but
within it four sub-units have been tentatively
identified, and are defined at least partly
by variations in the proportions of thick
sandstone turbidites. The Thitkyaba Taung
sub-unit forms prominent ridges, and the
Hponsogyi Taung sub-unit shows a distinctive
coarse drainage pattern; the Zezaing Taung
West sub-unit shows a drainage pattern
intermediate between that of the other two
sub-units. The largest sub-unit, the Chabu
Taung, occupies areas between the Chitkyaba
Taung sub-unit and the Coastal Unit to the
west and Triassic rocks to the east. There
is some evidence that the Chitkyaba Taung sub
unit lies stratigraphica11y beneath the Chabu
Taung sub-unit, and that the distribution of
the two sub-units is determined by folds.
The Chabu Taung sub-unit includes micritic
limestones interbedded in mudstones but at
least one occurence of lower to middle Eocene
grits is present. The Central Range unit
therefore ranges from upper Cretaceous to
middle Eocene in age.

Modi Taung Unit

This unit can be recognized on air
photographs and in the field. It lacks micritic
limestones and exoti~s and consists entirely
of turbidite sandstones and shales, forming
a prominent northwest-trending scarp in the
north of the area. The Modi Taung Unit over1ies

1

the Central Range Unit with a probable strati
graphic contact. As it lacks exotics it is
probably but not necessarily younger than the
Coastal Range Unit, which contains exotics and
yielded a lower to middle Eocene fauna; the
modi Taung Unit is therefore provisionally
considered to be of upper Eocene age, possibly
either equivalent to or younger than the Kennedy
Sandst0ne in the Chin Hills.

Peinnegon Unit

This unit occupies the northeastern flank
of the Arakan ranges and forms a belt which
can be distinguished on air photographs from
the Central Range Unit to the west. The
common occurrence of micritic limestones
interbedded in mUdstone suggests that the unit
is largely of upper Cretaceous age, possibly
equivalent to the Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite
Formation in the Chin Hills. However, in the
east of the unit in the Buyo Chaung conglomerates
resembling t~e Paunggyi Conglomerate are
common. The Taungnyo sub-unit, characterized
by well-bedded folded rocks, is named from
the area northwest of Taungnyo Taung. The
sub-unit lacks micritic limestone and consists
of turbidite sands tones and mudstones, in
places overturned.

Structure

In the absence of distinct mappable strati
graphic units throughout much of the Western
Belt in the Arakan, only a generalized indication
of the structure can be determined. In general
throughout the Western Belt most beds dip east
and overturned beds have been observed in all
units other than the Modi Taung· Unit. In the
Coastal Unit anticlines with a wavelength of
less than 2 km are present, with steep overturned
western limbs and less steep eastward-younging
eastern limbs, indicating folds overturned to
the west. Both turbidites and interbedded
olistostromes with lower to middle Eocene
fauna are affected by these folds.

The predeminant easterly dip indicates
tectonic repetition of beds, and although no
thrusts are visible in the field, some have
been recognized on air photographs, for example
the major east-dipping thrusts at the base of
the Central Range Unit and the Peinnegon Unit.
At the base or eastern margin of the Peinnegon
Unit predominantly upper Cretac~ous rocks to the
east are thrust westwards over the Nodi Taung
Unit of inferred upper Cretaceous age. The
boundary between the Western Belt and the Triassic
rocks of the Eastern Belt is an eastward-inclined
thrust. However, east of Okshitrin Triassic
rocks are abRent, the Western Trough succession
resting directly, either unconformab1y or in
tectonic contact, ~n upper Cretaceous rocks of
the Peinnegon Unit.
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VIII. SIN CHAUNG EXOTICS ZONE

r
Interpretation of exotics zone

The unit with exotics resembles the upper
Cretaceous Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite Formation of
the Western Belt of the Chin Hills in the nature
of the blocks, the age of the micrite, anu the
presence of conglomerates and coloured clays.
The main difference from the Falam unit is the
greater abundance of exotics in the Sin Chaung
Unit. Although the micrite has not been
observed in situ, in it probably interbedded
rather than exotic, as in the Western Belt.
The conglomerates may be either autochthonous
sediments within which the blocks occur, or
themselves exotic. The exotic unit, excluding
the micrite, also resembles in lithology but
not in age the Eocene Coastal unit of the Arakan,
in which water-polished exposures indicate that
the exotics occur within olistostromes. The
Sin Chaung succession therefore can be interpreted
on the basis of both lithology and age as
equivalent to the Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite Formation.

Sin Chaung exotic zone yielded foraminifera
indicating an age of Senonian, probably upper
Campanian (annex 3). The northern part of the
exotic belt is overlain tectonically to the
east by a narrow discontinuous belt of vertically
dipping eastward-younging Triassic turbidites
and mudstones, which are overlain by Paung Chaung
Limestone and Paunggyi Conglomerate. The
southern part of the exotics belts is bordered
to the east, with a possible stratigraphic
contact, by the Paunggyi Conglomerate.

The simplest interpretation of the Sin
Chaung zone is that the exotics unit is a
tectonic window within the surrounding older
Pane Chaung Group and Paung Chaung Limestone,
and is stratigraphica1ly continuous with the
Falam Mudstone Micrite Formation of the Western
Belt (fig. 10). The orthoconglomerate overlying
serpentinite west of the exotics zone is probably
basal Paunggyi Conglomerate, stratigraphica1ly
equivalent to the conglomerate overlying the
exotics zone to the east, and was deposited in
angular unconformity on older rocke after the
main episode of thrusting and exposure of the
exotics window,

Stratigraphic units and lithology

East of the conglomerates and separated
from them by about 100 m of nonexposure is a
unit about 2 km wide consisting largely of
coloured clays, orthoconglomerates, and
cross-bedded sancstones; rare fresh exposures
show steep dips and in a few localities eastward
younging. Conglomerates contain mostly rounded
pebbles of Triassic sandstone, quartz, chert
and mudstone, and are locally calcareous;
clays are red to green in colour, and mostly
tightly folded probably due to recent downslope
collapse. Within the belt of conglomerates
and clays are abundant blocks, protuding from
the lower slopes of ridges, scattered along
the main ridge crest, and largely filling the
courses of small streams. The blocks comprise
quartz-dolomite rock, coloured micritic
limestone, Triassic sandstone, crystalline
limestone, pillow basalt, gabbro, conglomerate
with gabbro and basalt boulders, coloured chert.
and rarely biotite-quartz schist. The largest
block is of crystalline limestone, more than
100 m in length, but blocks of all lithologies
except schist commonly exceed 5 m in diameter.
A sample of micritic limestone from a large
fallen block (L/l 260 514.2) derived from th~

A zone with exotic blocks is present on
84 LIl, at the eastern margin of the Eastern
Belt, and is well exposed in the Sin and Mon
Chaungs. This zone is of particular tectonic
significance because it includes the only
recorded occurrence of exotic blocks east of
the main belt of Triassic rocks of the Eastern
Belt (figs. 5 and 10). West of the exotics
zone the succession comprises Paung Chaung
Limestone, in most places vertical, but locally
dipping east and west, associated with serpen
tinite sheets and overlying the Pane Chaung
Group. A serpentinite sheet above the Limestone
is overlain with sharp contact by an easterly
dipping orthoconglomerate (84 LIl 275 255) with
rounded pebbles of vein quartz and minor chert
and Triassic sandstones, which passes up into
interbedded cross-bedded sandstones and
conglomerates, resembling the lowest part of
the Paunggyi Conglomerate.
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IX. ULTRABASIC BODIES AND MINOR INTRUSIONS

- 34 -

U1trabasic rocks

U1trabasic bodies, mostly serpentinites,
are common within the Eastern Belt in all three
areas, and within the Paung Chaung Limestone
of the Western Trough in the Mindat-Saw Area.
A few small bodies of serpentinite in the
Western Belt are interpreted as exotics within
the upper Cretaceous to middle Eocene part
of the f1ysch succession. The u1trabasics
form relatively large bodies within, and at
the eastern margin of the area underlain by
the Pane Chaung Group of the Eastern Belt;
they also occur as thin sheets mostly within
and at the margins of the Paung Chaung Limestone.

Larger u1trabasic bodies

U1trabasic masses are most numerous and
attain their greatest size in the northern
half of the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area, where 13
distinct bodies have been mapped. The largest
of these, forming major topographic features
along the eastern side of the ranges, are the
Webu1a U1trabasic, with an area of 110 sq km
and nearly 6,000 ft in elevation, and the Bhopi
Vum and Mwe Taung U1trabasics, each about
50 sq km in area. In the Mindat-Saw Area,
one major u1trabasic body was mapped, lying
adjacent to the Kanpet1et Schists in the west
and Pane Chaung Group in the east, and float
of serpentinite occurs locally in streams
within the Kanpet1et Schists. In the Arakan,
eight small u1trabasic bodies were mapped in
the south and one in the north. On 84 L/1,
a small serpentinite body surrounded by the
Pane Chaung Group is in contact with and
probably underlies pillow 1avas, and on 84 H/3
to the west, a serpentinite body is present
at the western margin of the Group.

Some of the smaller u1trabasic bodies
consist very largely of serpentinite, but the
largest bodies, in particular the Webu1a massif,
compri~e harzburgite, serpentinite with a
distinct zone of breccia within it, and minor
amounts of yellow chromite-bearing dunite, the
harzburgite showing varying degrees of
serpentinization and in some places including
hornblende. Some of the u1trabasic bodies,
for example that on 84 K/4, include vein-like
intrusions of hornblende-felspar rock ranging
from hornb1endite to anorthosite in composition.

The mode of emplacement of the u1trabasic
rocks is uncertain. The boundaries of the
larger u1trabasic bodies with the adjacent Pane
Chaung Group are irregular on the scale of the
geological maps (figs. 18, 19 and 20), and hence
cannot be controlled by high-angle faults. As
there is no evidence of contact metamorphism,
the u1trabasic bodies are unlikely to have been
intruded as magma. Most probably they were
emplaced either as thrust slices over the upper
Triassic f1ysch, or as cold near~surface si11
like intrusions and probably gravity flows in
which the serpentinite flowed p1astica11y.

Serpentinite sheets

In the 84 L/1 sheet, a number of sill-like
sheets of serpentinite up to 3 km long and
ranging from 10 to a few hundred metres thick
occur within and along the margins of the Paung
Chaung Limestone. West of the Sin Chaung exotics
(L/1 275 255), a serpentinite sheet directly
underlies a quartz-pebble cong10mer.ate lacking
u1trabasic c1asts. The sheets consist largely
of serpentinite, although locally hornb1ende
felspar rocks ranging from fine-grained to
coarse-grained and with a pegmatitic texture
are present within the serpe~tinite. Some
sheets are brecciated and include angular fragments
of limestone; others consist of serpentinite
fragments in a calcareous matrix. On 84 L/1
serpentinite in the ~fuw Chaung is intruded by
a 30 cm dyke of plagioclase rock.

In the Yethaya Chaung of the Arakan (85 N/3
255 230) a serpentinite sheet from 2 to 50 m
wide and a kilometre long is locally in contact
with quartz-dolomite rock and adjacent to pillow
1avas. Chhibber (1927) recognized some u1trabasic
bodies in this part of the Arakan as intrusive
rocks. The sheets are provisionally interpreted
as cold sills and less probably as surface flows,
emplaced by gravity flow within, at the base of,
and possibly above the Paung Chaung Limestone;
some of the sheets are evidently sills rather
than flows, as there is no apparent variation
in lithology between Paung Chaung Limestone
beds above and beneath a serpentinite sheet.

Gabbroic dykes and sills

Gabbroic rocks are restricted to the Eastern
Belt of the Ranges. In the north of the Fa1am-
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Kalemyo Area small bodies of gabbro up to
100 m in diameter occur within the upper Triassic
flysch, but it is uncertain whether these are
intrusions or large exotic blocks. A small
body of leucogabbro showing compositional
layering intrudes the Yezagyo Metamorphics.
In the type-area of the Pane Chaung Group,
east of Kan, sill-like bodies of gabbro up to
3 m wioe lie within steeply-dipping mudstones
and sandstones.

Gabbroic and doleritic dykes occur within
and adjacent to pillow lavas within the upper
Triassic flysch in the Che Chaung east of the
Mindat-Saw Area, and irregular bodies of
gabbroic and microdiorite rock are associated
with serpentinite and in places with pillow
lavas on 84 L/l and in the Arakan. Within the
Kanpetlet Schists small bodies of meta-gabbro
are associated with some of the greenschists.
In the Pane Chaung Group west of the Kanpetlet
Schists, a gabbroic dyke is exposed north of
Kheng, and in streams nearby abundant boulders
of gabbro and dolerite, some with xenoliths
of greywacke, indicate the presence here of
numerous minor intrusions.

Most of the gabbroic rocks are greenish
grey in colour and range from holo-crystalline
to porphyritic with a microcrystalline
groundmass. Essential minerals are amphiboles,
mostly replaced by chlorite, calcite and opaques,
and plagioclase. A few bodies consist of
feldspar and hornblende with minor quartz,
resembling diorite and micro-diorite; these
are well exposed for example in the Mon Chaung
(84 L/l 275 253).

Boulders of coarse-grained hornblende
felspar rock, derived from an ultrabasic body
to the east, where they occur as dykes and
veins, are common in the Mu Chaung (84 K/4
335 812) of the Mindat-Saw Area. The boulders
consist of serpentinite cut by small dykes
and irregular veins of coarse-grained rock
with a texture which in places is pegmatitic.
The veins are holocrystalline, commonly with
a fine-grained central zone and coarse outer
zones, and consist of hornblende and calcic
plagioclase crystals up to 3 cm in length, often
orientated perpendicular to the vein margins.

- 35 -

Age of intrusive rocks

Most of the serpentinite sheets are clearly
younger than the Albian limestones which they
intrude. In the Sin Chaung the contact between
serpentinite and conglomerate is probably strati
graphic rather than intrusive, and the sheets
are older than both Campanian olistostromes
with quartz-dolomite blocks, and the Paunggyi
Conglomerate in which Maastrictian beds cont~in

serpentinite pebbles. Field relationships
therefore suggest a post-Albian tn pre-upper
Campanian age for the sheets.

Some of the large serpentinite bodies lie
west of the sheets and show similar compositions,
with hornblende-felspar veins within both. This
suggests that emplacement of the major ultrabasic
bodies into their present position, either
tectonically or as cold intrusions and possibly
flows, probably took place at the same time
as the serpentinite sheet emplacement, between
Albian and Campanian. A K/Ar radiometric age
of 158 +20 m.y. was recently determined on
hornblende from a pegmatitic gabbro vein within
a serpentinite boulder derived from the ultra
basic body in the Mu Chaung (84 K/4 342 813).
This indicates a minimum age of Jurassic for
the formation of the ultrabasic; the wide range
of possible analytical error results from the
very low potassium content of the hornblende.

The difference between the late Cretaceous
age of emplacement of the sheets and probably
also of the larger bodies, and the Jurassic
K/Ar age of the latter suggests that the ultra
basics were generated as magmatic rock in or
before the Jurassic, but emplaced in their present
position as cold bodies in the late Cretaceous.
The serpentinites in the late Cretaceous were
probably derived from the east, beneath the
present Western Trough succession, indicating
that ophiolitic rocks were present there
before the Campanian and probably before the
Albian; they are clearly unrelated to the late
Cretaceous and younger subduction of Indian
Ocean floor to the west. The gabbroic sills
may be either pre or post-metamorphism; it is
possible that their intrusion was associated
with the eruption of pillow lavas of early
Albian age or older.
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Stream sediment sampling (fig.21) was
carried out largely in the mountain ranges in
the central and western part of the area. Sheet
F/10, where the geology was found to consist
entirely of upper Cretaceous to Eocene f1ysch
was not sampled, and the areas of alluvium and
Tertiary sedimentary rocks in and east of the
Ka1emyo Valley were also not sampled. Within
the approximately 9,100 sq km of the sampled
area, 1,275 stream sediment samples were
collected, at an average spacing in main streams
and major tributaries of about 2 km. The
statistical results are summarized in table 2.

Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area

Results and inte~retation

The results for each of the three areas,
Fa1am-Ka1em:ro, Mindat-Saw and Arakan, were
treated separately. Using the method described
by Lepe1tier (1969), both the background and
threshold values for each element (Cu, Pb, Zn,
Ni and in some cases Cr) were determined
(tables 2, 3 and 4). The results for each
element were grouped by frequency according to
the log interval 0.1. Cumulative frequency
curves were drawn on probability paper, and
from the curves· the background and threshold
values were determined graphically (figs. 6,
7 and 9).

Ni~ke1: The background value for Ni is
110 ppm and the threshold value is 600 ppm
(fig. 6). Of the 1,275 stream sediment samples,
128 samples are anomalous (above threshold).
The anomalous values occur in and around the
serpentinized u1trabasic bodies within the
Eastern Belt of the Chin Hills (fig. 21). The
highest value (6,390) of Ni is situated nea~

the Mwetauns u1trabasic, southwest of Yezagyo,
and most of the other high values lie within
the Webu1a ultrabasic body. The results can
be explained by the high Ni content of the
u1trabasic bodies, and reflect the 1ateritic
nickel concentrations in the Mwetaung u1trabasic,
but provide no evidence of primary nickel
mineral:l.za tion.

Sampling procedure

The geocbemica1reconnaissance survey in
the Fa1am-Ka1emyo, Mindat-Saw and Arakan Areas
was carried out simultaneously with the geologi
cal mapping. The main aim of the geochemi...~a1
survey was to help decide which parts of the
large areas investigated had the best mineral
potential and which could be eliminated as
relatively unfavourable. The geochemica1
interpretations utilized the results of the
geological mapping.

Purpose and methods Statistical treatment

Purpose

All main streams and major tributaries
were sampled at intervals which varied but
averaged about 2 km, resulting in a sampling
density of from 0.14 to o.a samples per sq km.
Sampling was confined wherever practical to the
mid-stream part of the stream bed. Samples of
approximately 100 to 200 grams of sediment were
collected in large Kraft paper bags, selecting
material as fine-grained as possible. The wet
sediment was dried and sieved through aO-mesh
nylon sieve; the minus BO-mesh fraction was
transferred into small Kraft paper bags and
forwarded to the DGSE laboratory in Rangoon
for chemical analysis. Sample site positions
were plotted in the field on drainage maps and
noted in register sheets.

Laboratory methods

All stream sediment samples were analysed
for Cu, Pb, Zn and Ni, and some for Cr also.
Determination of these elements was carried out
by atomic absorption methods from a sample
solution prepared by treating 0.5 g of the
sample with 2.5 ml of acid mixture (3 nitric:
2 perchloric acid) and employing reflux boiling
in a test tube placed in an aluminium block
holding 50 tubes. Boiling was conducted for 30
minutes. The solution was cooled, diluted to
the 20 ml mark with deionized water to make a
10 per cent acid solution, mixed, left overnight
and the absorvance measu~ed at 3,247.5 ~ per~Cu,
2,170.0 Rper Pb, 2A138.8 Rper Zn, 2,320.0 R
per Ni and 3,578.7 ~ per Cr.
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Mindat-Saw Area

Results and interpretations

near serpentinite (fig. 8). A number of high Ni
values also occur in the Tabyin Clays Formation
of the Western Trough, mostly ~long the Saw
Chaung. These high values are possibly related
to detrital ~ltrabasic material derived from
within the Pondaung Sandstone, forming a scarp
immediately east of the sample localities.

A total of 365 samples was collected from
an area of about 2,100 sq km, giving an average
density of 0.17 samples per sq km. The samples
were analysed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni and Cr. The
statistical results are summarized in table 3.
In the sheets 84 L/1 and 84 H/13, investigated
during the 1977/78 field season, 309 stream
sediment samples were collected; analytical
results are not yet available.

a very specific lithologic control. The high
to fairly high values of Ni are associated with
the Webula and Mwetaung u1trabasic bodies in
which silicate nickel occurrences are known.
Zn and Pb anomalies occur separately within the
Falam Mudstone-Micrite Formation, and are not
associated with Ni. Though the local threshold
value of Zn is quite high, there are few
anomalous values, and these are unlikely to
indicate any mineralization. Pb anomalies are
concentrated in 84 F/14, but the local background
and threshold values are rather low. A few
anomalous points of Cu are associated with the
Pb. The low anomalies in the Fa1am Mudstone
Micrite unit are probably related to local
exotic blocks of basalt, gabbro or serpentinite
within the drainage area.

Copper: The background and threshold
values for eu are 28 ppm and 50 ppm respective
ly; 13 anomalous values (above threshold) are
present. Of these anomalous samples, 5 are
distributed along the Monlon Chaung near
Kawkanman village in 84 1/2. The other 8
anomalous points are scattered within the Faldm
Mudstone-Micrite Formation.

The anomalous values of Ni are found only
in and around the ultrabasic bodies, indicating

Conclusions
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Lead: The background value of Pb is 20
ppm and threshold value is 49 ppm. There are
12 anomalous values, of which 6 occur together
in 84 F/14 along the stream south of Haiphai
village. The anomalous values all lie within
the Chunsung Mudstone-Turbidite and Falam
Mudstone-Micrite units, in the Western Belt
of the Chin Hill. Of the anomalous Pb
values, three are associated with single Cu
anomalies.

Nickel: Only 7 of the 363 samples analysed
contained more than the threshold value (155
ppm). The background value of Ni is 55 ppm,
much lower than in the Falam-Ka1emyo Area
(fig. 7), probably because of the relatively
small area occupied by ultrabasic rocks. The
highest value, 5 times background, is situated

Zinc: The background and t hreahoLd value
for Zn are 70 ppm and 120 ppm r e spec t Lve.Ly ;
11 above-threshold values are defined. The
anomalous points lie mostly in the Falam MUdstone-

'.... Micrite Formation and others are scattered in
the Chunsung Mudstone-Turbidite Formation.

, .

Table 3. Statistical results, Mindat-Saw Area
l
1

I, Elements Number of Median (b) Threshold Number of values
" samples (EE!!!.) (~) above threshold\
~ , Ni 363 55 155 6
I'
J

Cl' 363 24 56 11
Cu 365 34 64 6

1 Pb 364 26 38 8
Zn .163 94 148 5

Table 2. Statistical results, Falam...Kalemyo Area

Element Number of Median (b) Threshold Number of values
samples (EE!!!.) (EE!!!.) above threshold

Ni 1,275 110 600 128
Cu 1,275 28 50 13
Pb 1,275 20 49 12

i Zn 1,275 70 120 11
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scattered Cu anomalies are below 100 ppm Cu.
The Pb, Zn and Cu anomalies coincide in Kyaukkyi
Chaung, which drains 84 K/3 beyond the area.
The anomalous values for Pb and Zn are weak and
scattered, occurring in both flyschtype
sediments of upper Triassic age and upper
Cretaceous to Eocene sediments of the Western
Belt.

Arakan Area

Within the 16 map sheets totalling 11,200
sq km in area, 2,800 stream sediment samples
were collected and analysed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni
and Cr. The statistical results are shown in
table 4.

Nickel: The calculated background and

Results and interpretations

Copper: The statistical results indicate
that the background value of Cu is 40 ppm and
threshold 58 ppm (fig. 9). Out of 2,800 stream
sediment samples collected, only 6 contained
58 ppm or more Cu (fig. 22). Three of these
anomalous values lie within 85 K/14. Two values
occur in the southeastern corner of 85 K/13,
and the highest value of eu (211 ppm) is found
near Sabadon Taung in 85 J/15; these anomalous
values are within the Central Range Unit of the
Western Belt. One anomalous value was associated
with the occurrence of pyrite and minor copper
mineralization in the Eastern Belt, west of
Laemyethna.

Zinc: The background value of Zn is 95 ppm
and the threshold value is 120 ppm. There are
24 anomalous values over threshold for the whole
area. Two groups of anomnlous values are
defined in 85 J/16 and 85 K/13; both are in the
Chabu Taung sub-unit of the Central Range Unit.
One group lies in the upper part of Sandoway
Chaung, and the anomalous values of the other
group are distributed along Sabyingyi, Sabyingale
and Kyeintali Chaungs, which flow parallel to
each other from north to south. Other anomalous
values are scattered in 85 K/ll, K/15, J/ll and
J/15. Throughout the Arakan Area Zn anomalies
lies very largely within the flyschtype
sediments of upper Cretaceous to Eocene age.
The higher tenor in stream sediments is probably
due largely to absorption on clays and oxidate
sediments in a neutral pH environment. As
expected, this effect is more pronounced for
Zn than other elements.

Lead: The background value and threshold
value of Pb are 24 ppm and 42 ppm, respectively.
Of the five anomalous values, two are in a
tributary of ihani Chaung in 85 J/13 and two
lie within 8S J/15. The highest anomalous value
(79 ppm) , which is isolated, is found in the
Coastal Unit, mostly of middle Eocene age.

Ch?omium: The background and threshold
values for Cr are 24 ppm and 56 ppm respectively.
The high Cr values are distributed along the
Saw Chaung in the Tabyin Clays Formation
(fig. 8). Most of the anomalous Cr values
coincide wHh those for Ni, except for one
place at the junction of a tributary with the
Salin Chaung near the contact with the Pondaung
Sandstone. It is significant that samples
with high values of both Ni and Cr occur only
in the area underlain by Tertiary sediments of
the Western Trough; there are no anomalous
points in the Ranges to the west, although two
small ultrabasic bodies are present there. The
distribution of Cr shows not only a low median
value, but also a rather low anomalous value.

Copper: The background value of Cu is
34 ppm and threshold value is 64 ppm. There
are only 6 values above the threshold. Two of
these anomalovs values are in the tributaries
of Kywe Chaung; a possible source is the green
schist to the west. Two other high values are
found in Nghkalaung Chaung, draining the upper
Triassic flyschtype sediments of the Eastern
Belt. Another above-threshold Cu value in the
Kyaukkyi Chaung is associated with Pb and Zn,
and one Cu value is associated with Pb in a
tributary of the Mon Chaung.

Conclusions

Zinc: A local background of 94 ppm was
calculated, and a value of 148 ppm was tenta
tively adopted as threshold. Five Zn anomalies
are scattered within the Eastern Belt of upper
Triassic flysch and the Western Belt of upper
Cretaceous to Eocene sedimentary rocks. The
highest value (465 ppm) of Zn is associated
with Cu and Pb in Kyaukkyi Chaung near the border
between 84 G/15 and 84 K/3, beyond the edge of
the Area.

Lead: Though the median value for Pb in
the stream-sediment samples is higher by a
factor of four than in samples from the Falam
Kalemyo Area, the threshold value is very low.
Eight samples with above threshold values (38
ppm) are defined, scattered in the Eastern Belt
and Western Belt of the Chin Hills. As in the
case of the Falam-Kalemyo Area, very few of the
Ph anomalies coincide with the localities where
the high values of Ni and Cu are observed.

As mentioned ~bove, both background and
threshold v~lues for Ni are low relative to
those in the Falam-Kalemyo Area. The highest
value, 288 ppm, is found near a serpentinite
body and is not of economic interest. The
anomalous Cr values are also low, and the coinci
dence of Cr and Ni indicates a common ultrabasic
source rock, high in both elements. The Cu
anomaly along the Kywe Chaung originated from
greenschist with high copper background. Other
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Conclusions

The anomalous values for Ni and Cr in
stream sediment samples derived from serpentinite
and within the vicinity of the upper Triassic
Pane Chaung Group, were higher than those for
the younger sedimentary rocks of the Western
Belt. For Zn, the distribution was the reverse
of this: two groups of samples significantly
anomalous in Zn are located in the Western Belt
of upper Cretaceous to Eocene f1ysch. A few
low anomalous values for Pb have no apparent
economic significance. Only one anomalous value,
for Cu, is apparently related to the occurrence
of pyrite and minor copper mineratization in
85 K/14. The location of the main concentration
of anomalies in 85 K/14 reflects the relative
abundance of u1trabasic and basic rocks on
this sheet. None of the anomalies are of
economic significance.

distribution of anomalous values in 85 K/14 can
be related to known serpentinite occurrences.
The highest value of Cr (1,740 ppm) was found
near Shwe1aunggyin village.

u

threshold of Ni are 120 ppm and 160 ppm.
The number of anoma1olls values above threshold
is 33, and a significant anomaly is located in
35 K/14, where serpentinite occurs in the Pane
Chaung Group. Some high contents, up to 999
ppm, are found in the part of 85 J/13, where
subsequently outcrops of u1trabasic rocks were
discovered. Fifteen single isolated samples
containing above-threshold values are scattered
in 85 K/15, 1/15, 1/14, J/10, 1/6 and 1/5;
these samples include the highest individual
values, and two of the samples contained more
than 700 ppm Ni. In 85 1/14 four anomalous
values not exceeding 180 ppm are grouped near
Mathon village, where the Myanma Timber Corpo
ration camp is situated, and are almost certainly
the result of contamination.

Chromium: In nearly 2,500 samples analysed
for Cr, the background value was found to be
34 ppm and threshold ]20 ppm, approximately 4
times background. The distribution of Cr is
similar to that of Ni. Again the anomalous
samples are restricted to the Pane Chaung Group
of the Eastern Belt in 85 K/14 and 1/13, mostly
in streams draining the u1trabasi~ bodies. The
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XI. MINERAL OCCURRENCES AND DEPOSITS
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Copper

Raw materials

to middle Eocene succession of the Western Belt.

Chromite

Rocks of possible use as raw mater~a1s are
restricted to scattered occurrences of basalt
which could be used as road metal, anc limestone,
of possible use as decorative stone aad for
cement. The reasonably accessible limestones
most likely to be useful for cement lie in the
Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area. They form lenticular beds
in the Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite Formation, par
ticularly the Lungrang K1ang Limestone and similar
beds to the north shown on figure 18, and the
limestones within the Paunggyi Conglomerate,
northeast of Ka1emyo and east of Kan. The
limestones .n the Fa1am Mudstone-Micrite Formation
are stratigraphically equivalent to those in
the Arakan, which are mined on a small scale
for use as decorative stone.

Minor copper carbonate showings are associ
ated with pyrite within a small area of basaltic
1avas in the eastern part of the Arakan Area,
west of Luemyethna (85 K/14). The area, briefly
investigated previously by DGSE, was included in
the 1977/78 field programme but was cancelled
owing to lack of time and logistic difficulties.
An occurrence of copper miaera1s associated
with pyrite north of Sidoktoya 84 L/1 had been
reported by Chhibber (1927) and C1egg (in Cotter,
1938), and was since visited by numerous geologists.
The mineralization was examined briefly by
project geologists in the 1977/78 field season
and considered to be of no economic significance.

Occurrences of chromite have long been
known from the Webu1a u1trabasic massif in the
Fa1am-Kalemyo Area, where a minor amount of
ore has been extracted from small pits. The
chromite, which is associated with small areas
of dunite within a larger body of harzburgite,
was investigated during follow-up activities
(Technical Report No. 6). There are also
chromite occurrences in the Mwetaung u1trabasic
body, but these were excluded from the project
area. C1egg (1944) reported a trace of chromite
in serpentinite immediately north of the Arakan
Area.

Nickel

Coal

As might be expected in a region of which
90 per cent comprises Mesozoic and Cenozoic
flysch-type sediments and the remaining 10 per
cent meta-sedimentary rocks, Tertiary sedimenta
ry rocks and widely scattered ultrabasic bodies
and basalt lavas, only a few occurrences of
economic minerals are present. These comprise
the nickel-bearing laterite at Mwetaung, the
coal field at Thitchauk, scattered occurrences
of chromite and two minor copper occurrences.

The presence of nicke1iferous 1aterites
overlying the Mwetaung u1trabasic body in the
Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area has been kno\Yn for at ~east

fifteen years. The deposits have been investi
gated by the DGSE and with the assistance of
a bilateral aid team from Czechoslovakia, and
more recently by students and staff of the UNDP
assisted Post-Gradua~e Training in Mineral
Exploration Projec to On the basi.s of this
work, the deposits are considered to be of sub
economic grade and were excluded from the project
area. Minor nickel silicate occurrences within
the Webu1a ultrabasic, referred to by
Brunnschwei1er (1966), are described in Technical
Report No. 6.

At Thitchauk (Ka1ewa) to the easl of Ka1emyo,
coal seams within the Yaw Shales have been
worked for at least twenty years (Aung Khin
and Kyi, 1959). The coal is sub-bituminous
with one seam 8 feet thick and a few 6-foot
seams. Numerous investigations of ore reserves
have been made in the last twenty years, many
with the help of overseas aid, and the deposits
were not included in the project activities.
Thin seams of sub-bituminous to 1ignitic coal
occur in the Paunggyi Conglomerate in the Mindat
Saw area and were noted by Cotter (1924), but
do not approach economic thickness. Coal has
also been reported from the eastern margin of
the Arakan Area, probably within the Paunggyi
Conglomerate (Stuart, 1912). In the west of
the Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area coal occurring as float
in streams had been reported by several villages.
Traverses in the drainage basin upstream from
the occurrences indicated that the coal is
probably derived from scattered lenses which
occur in the commonly carbonaceous Pa1aeocene
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In the Western Trough east of the olisto
strome depositional basin, the lower part of
the Paunggyi Conglomerate accumulated in a
fluviatile to shallow marine environment during
the Maastrictian; it was derived from uplifted
Triassic and Albian rocks probably situated to
the west (fig. lO(B» and forming the rear part
of the thrust sheets. The conglomerates post
dated the main westward thrusting on the Kheng
Thrust and were evidently deposited in angular
unconformity on the exotics zone in the Sin
Chaung window. Their deposition was

Erosion of part of the Albian succession
was followed in the early Campanian by deposition
of olistostromes and slumps interbedded with
mudstones, micritic limestones and thin turbidite
sandstones. The olistostromes probably accumu
lat~j from of westward-advancing thrust sheets
(fig. lO(A»), east of a submarine trench beneath
which 0cean floor was subducting eastwards
(fig. 11). Exotics were derived from sedimentary
and metamorphic rocks of upper Triassic age,
pillow lavas and chert, gabbros, and quartz
dolomite rock and Albian limestones, presumably
broken off from the front of advancing thrust
sheets. The conglomerates within the olisto
strome are either authochthonous sediments within
it or are derived from the overriding thrust.
As thrusting continued, the upper Triassic
rocks overrode the eastern part of the Campanian
olistostromes along the Kheng Thrust; the
olistostromes were subsequently exposed b
erosion in the Sin Chaung tectonic window.

from a source beneath the Western Trough, and
had been generated in or before the Jurassic,
as indicated by the Jurassic radiometric age.
Generation of these ophiolitic rocks in a belt
to the east of the Triassic flysch could be
explained by development of a marginal basic
beneath the future Central Lowlands, which
subsequently closed before the Campanian. Alterna
tively, the ultrabasic rocks may have been under
thrust eastwards beneath the Triassic flysch
during pre-Albian sebduction, subsequently elevated
in a tectonic window beneath the Western Trough,
and thrust westwards and emplaced ~ their
present position in post-Albian pre ~panian

time. The ultrabasic rocks and pI l.Lc -avas
are clearly unrelated to Campanian or er
eastward subduction of Indian Ocean flL0\ to
the west.

Eruption of pillow lavas in inferred
unconformity on the upper Triassic rocks
probably took place in the Aptian or early
Albian, and in the late stages was accompanied
and then followed by deposition of Albian
limestones and mudstones, at least locally in
shallow water. Possibly the pillow lavas were
fed by gabbroic intrusions within the underlying
Pane Chaung Group. Serpentinite sheets within
the Albian limestone sequence were emplaced as
cold bodies, probably as sills or subsurface
flows; adjacent ot the sheets and pillow lavas,
the limestones were altered to quartz-dolomite
rock. The larger ultrabasic bodies with their
associated chromite mineralization, to the west
of the small sheets, were probably emplaced as
thick sheets at the same time, either as sills
or thrust slices, and are now preserved as
erosional remnants of what may have been very
extensive thick sheets. Emplacement of the
ultrabasics was post-Albian and pre-upper
Campanian as indicated by the blocks in the
Campanian olistostromes; possibly it was related
to the start of rhruatLng which accompanied
olistostrome deposition, perhaps in the early
Campanian.

The ultrabasic rocks were evidently derived
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Intense folding of the upper Triassic
succession with a major fold overturned to the
east, and metamorphism of the core of this fold
to form the Kanpetlet Schists, was pre-C~nian.

It may have taken place as late as early upper
Cretaceous, in which case the Kanpetlet Schists
could include mid-Cretaceous as well as upper
Triassic rocks; alternatively the folding and
metamorphism may have been pre-Albian in age.
Metamorphism of sedimentary and basic igneous
rocks to form the Khwekha and Yezagyo meta
morphics was probably contemporaneous with
formation of the Kanpetlet Schists.

Deposition of a very thick succession of
turbidites and mudstones with minor cherts of
the Pane Chaung Group took place in the upper
Triassic. The abundance of detrital quartz in
the turbidited and the distribution of the
belt in a narrow north-trending belt more than
600 km long suggests that the turbidites were
derived from rocks of Palaeozoic age and older
to the east, and deposited on the western
continental margin of Burma.
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contemporaneous WiLh accumulation of olisto
stromes in the Arakan. After in:erred uplift
and erosion, the upper part of the Paunggyi
Conglomerate was deposited during the lower
Eocene; the igneous clasts suggest a source to
the east in the Volcanic Arc.

By some time in the lower eocene thrusting
evidently ceased, and deposition of the
Chunsung Nudstone-Tl'lrbidite Formation in the
Western Belt probably extended eastwards across
the buried thrust wedges of Triassic rock and
was continuous with the Laungshe Shales of the
Western Trough. Subsequently the shallow
marine Kennedy Sandstone was deposited as the
probable lateral equivalent of the Tilin Sand
stone (fig. 10(C)). Deposition of the Tabyin
Pondaung-Yaw units then continued in the Western
Trough until the close of the Eocene.

In the Arakan deposition of olistostromes
and hence inferred thrusting continued for
longer than in the western part of the Chin
Hills. Units in the east of the Arakan with
olistostrome of Campanian age were possibly
themselves elevated above thrusts, and eroded
and redeposited as lower to middle Eocene
olistostromes interbedded with turbidites and
mudstones in the Coastal Belt. Thrusts and

folds affecting the Coastal Belt in the Arakan
and the Pondaung Sandstone and older rocks in
the Hestern Trough (fi8. 10(D)) are probably of
late Eocene age. Renewed movement of the Kheng
Thrust probably took place at this time and
resulted in overthrusting of the Kennedy
Sandstone by upper Triassic flysch, and of
conglomerates by olistostromes of the Sin Chaung
Hindow.

Uplift of th, Indoburman Ranges clearly
post-dated deposition of the Kennedy Sandstone
in the Chin Hills and the Hodi-Taung unit in
the Arakan. It therefore probably took place
in the latest Eocene, and perhaps corresponds
to the unconformity between the upper Eocene
Yaw Shales Formation and the Oligocene Letkat
Formation in the Western Trough, although it
is possible that major uplift did not take
place until the Pliocene. The uplift was
probably related to eastward subduction in the
west and tectonic accretion beneath the Ranges
of the Bengal Fan sediments. Probably since
the early Oligocene, the Ranges have undergone
continued uplift and erosion, accompanying
deposition of the Letkat Formation and younger
units in the Western Trough. Nickeliferous
laterites on the Mwedaung ultrabasic developed
in the Quaternary.
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Annex 2

PALAEONTOLOGICAL DETERMINATION,

Sample No./ Rock unit Age ReferenceGrid ref.

, ' Fa1am-Ka1emyo Area

1. 84 F9 084 349 Micritic Lst, U. Cretaceous Adams, 1978
Fa1am Mudst-
Micrite Fm.

2. 84 13 RU 6577 Upper part Late Pa1aeo- Adams, 1978;
Paunggyi cene to M. Rosen, 1977
Cong1om. Eocene (prob.
(Lst.) Pal. or L.

Eocene)

3. 84 F15 095 199 Lst, Chunsung Pa1aeocene Elliott and
VI Mudst-Turbidite Whittaker,
w Fm. 1977

4. 84 F14 340 845 Do Do Do

:i~
1 84 F9 070 275i :. 5. Do Do Elliott and

I :i Whittaker,
I
i 1977

'I
r; Rosen, 1977
!j

~ 6. 84 F9 984 206 Kennedy Sst. Lr. Eocene- Morris and
f Recent Nuttall, 1977 ;

Morris, 1977

\
\
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Identifications

if.:

Annex 2

JGICAL DETERMINATIONS

Reference

'lm-Ka1emyo Area

lUS

l-

lb.

Adams, 1978

Adams, 1978;
Rosen, 1977

Planktonic foraminifera of the G10botrunchna
lapparenti Bo11i group

Larger foraminifera: Nummulites sp., Discocyclina
spp., Assilina sp., new species of ?Cuvillierina;
ca1c. algae include Distichoplax bjseria1is
(Dietrich) Pia;
Coral: Hydrophora sp.

"n

jl'

I
1.

tI·
(

/

Elliott and
Whittaker,
1977

Echinoid species, coral and sponge remains,
miliolacean foraminifera. Algae include: an
altered? Parachaetetes and Ethe1ia alba (Pfender)
Massieux and Denizot (=Pseudoljthot~iumauct.)

Do Corals, bryozoa, sponges. Algae: Pycnoporidium
~vantinum Johnson, Jania sp., Lithoporella
melobesiodes Foslie, Parachaetetes cf. asvapatii
Pia (=E1ianella sp. auct.), Lithothamnium sp.,
fragments of an indeterminate codiacid poorly
preserved.

Elliott and
Whittaker,
1977

Algae ?resent include: Ha1imeda sp.,
Archaeolithothamnium sp., Lithothamnium sp.,
and fragments of Neomeris sp. and ?Orioporel1a
sp. A shell of Chama or a related mollusc.

Rosen, 1977 Corals: "Montlivaltia" granti D'Archiac and Haime
Astrocoenia gibbosa Duncan, Pironastrea
(Thamnastraea) balli Duncan, scleractinian
fragment.

Morris and Cerithiacean gastropod. Barnacle: Balanus s.s.
Nuttall, 1977;
Morris, 1977

\
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Annex 2 (continued)

Sample No./ Rock unit Age ReferenceGrid ref.

Arakan Area

1. 85 J13 995 824 Micritic Ls t , , Senonian (proba- Adams, 1978
Arakan b1y Campanian)

2. 85 J13 215 803 Micritic Ls t , , Senonian (proba- Do
Lens or exotic b1y Campanian)
E. Arakan

3. 85 J14 182 677 Micritic Ls t , , Senonian Do
probably Inter-
bedded. E.

11 ( Arakan
/

4. 85 J7 482 394 Grit within U. Pa1aeocene-
olistostrome M. Oligocene Do

VI Lintha Ra,
.po W. Arakan
I

5. 85 J14 216 611.1 Ca1carenite, Jaeocene- Do
Paunggyi Lr. f..ocene
Conglomerate (prob. Lr.

~
E. Arakan Eocene)

6. 85 J13 018 832.1 Grit Lr-M Eocene Dol Central Arakan
''I

::) 7. 85 J8 510 188 Float ? from Lr-M Eocene Do
exotic block

i
Andrew Bay,

I
W. Arakan

I
982 in shale

"j 8. 85 J13 187 Lst. M. Eocene Do
E. Arakan

9. 85 J7 436 441 Limestone in
olistostrome
Arakan Coast

Tertiary Do

------------



Arakan Area

(proba- Adams, 1978
ri.an)

(proba- Do
lian)

Do

:ene
ene

cene
e

Reference

Do

Do

Identifications

Planktonic foraminifera include G10botruncana spp
(G. cf. conica. White, G. cf. e1evata (Brotzen),
G. coronata Bo11i) and Heterohe1ix spp.

Planktonic foraminifera: G10botruncana ex gr.
1inneiana d'Orbigny/1apparenti Bol1i, G. cf.
conica, Heterohe1ix spp.

Planktonic foraminifera inc1ud. G10botruncana cf.
G. 1apparenti and/or coronata groups, G1obotruncana
spp., G10bigerel11noides sp., Heterohe1ix sp.

Larger foraminifera Nummu1ites sp.

Larger foraminifera: Discocyc1ina sp., Nummulites
sp., algal and coral debris.

..-

. ,

I

!
, I
I I

ne Do Larger foraminifera: Discocyclina sp. (large),
,I
;i

Nummulites sp , (large microspheric form) :1
'I

ne Do Larger foraminifera: Assilina sp , (large form), "
Aktinocyclina sp. , Discocyclina sp , and Nummulite:z
sp .

Do

Do

Larger foraminifera: Asterocyclina sp. or
Aktinocyclina sp., Discocyclina sp., Nummulites
sp. (v. large microspheric form), Operculina sp.,
?Cuvillierina sp.; ca1c. algae.

Indeterminable benthic foraminifera; gastropods,
algal and coral debris.

1_----- --- ..- ... - \
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Annex 2 (continued)

, Sample No.1 Rock unit Age Reference! Grid r ef ,

Mindat-Saw Area

~. 1- 84 K4 335 758 Pane Chaung Gp. M-U Triassic Howarth, 1
i

2. 84 K4 770 346.2 Paung Chaung Lst. U. A1bian Howarth, 1
;1 Adams, 197,,0

>i")
jp

~
i 1,
!

r
"

3. 84 K4 770 346.1 Base of Paunggyi U. Cretaceous Adams, 197
'1 . Conglomerate

It~
(Ca1c. sandstone)

4. 84 K2 PJ ? Paunggyi Con- U. Cretaceous Do

(. 410 245 glomerate (beyond (? Maastichtian)
Project Area)

i' VI
VI 5. 84 K4 277 575.1 Paunggyi Cong1omer- U. Pa1aeoc. to Do

ate (Limestone). M. Eocene (prob.
L. Eocene)

6. 84 G16 936 814 Grit. Chunsung Lr- M,Eocene Do
Mudstone

i Turbidite Fm.,
:.1

~\ 84 Ll1 Sheetq
.~

1- 84 L1 234 349 Sin Chaung Senonian, prob. Whittaker," suc-I

i cession (?Fa1am U. Campanian 1978
I mudstone MicriteI

Fm , )

2. 84 11 260 514.2 Paung Chaung Lst. Prob. Aptian Elliott, 1
or A1bian in Whittak

1978

I
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Mindat-Saw Area

.e

assic

an

aceous

Reference

Howarth, 1977

Howarth, 1977;
Adams, 1977

Adams, 1978

Identifications

Bivalve of family Posidoniidae, probably Ha10bia
(determined by Mr. N.J. Morris)

Ammonites: Mortoniceras sp, indet.; Hyphop1ites
sp. indet., Marie11a sp. indet., Hamitid sp.
indet.; planktonic foraminifera: Hedberge11a
spp ,

Orbitoida1 foraminifer (? new genus and species)

aceous Do Orbitoida1 foraminifer (same species as 84 K4 Ilf'

tichtian) 770 346,1)

eoc. to Do Larger foraminifera: Assilina sp , , Aktinocydina
ne (prob. sp. , Discocyc1ina sp.
ne)

ocene Do Larger foraminifera: Assil ina ap . , Discocyc1ina
sp. , Nummu1ities sp ,

84 L/1 Sheet

n, prob.
anian

ptian
an

Whittaker,
1978

Elliott, 1978,
in Whittaker,
1978

Planktonic foraminifera: Heterohe1ix spp;
Hedberge11a spp., double-keeled G10botrucana
including Q. cf. ventricosa White; G.c.f.
stuartiformis Da1biez, G. cf. area Cushman;
G. cf. conica White; G.c.f. fornicata P1ummer.

Ca1c. algae, tentatively Parachaetetes Kyma1ithon,
Lithophy11um; Codiacean algae.

-
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Chief Geochemist
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Laminated phy11ite and
with quartz veins, Kanpet1et
Mindat-Saw Area. 84K/4 321

Figure 12. Xd(32!.
schistose sandstone
Schist, Saw Chaung,
725.

Figure 13. XII(b). Overturned turbidites and
mudstones, Pane Chaung Group, west of Thigon,
Mindat-Saw Area. 84K/4 310 653.

Figure 14. Xc(23). Carbonaceous limestones
with ammonites, Paung Chaung Limestone, Paung
Chaung, Mindat-Saw Area. 84K/4 770 346.
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Pillow lavas exotic in
Beach, Arakan. 85J/7

. .
«»>

Figure 15. Xlb (23). Olistostrome with broken
beds of turbidite and grit in slumped mudstones,
Coastal Unit, Magin Point, Arakan. 85J/7 420
456.

Figure 16. XIa (l0).
Coastal Unit, Zibyugon
426 442.

Figure 17. Xlc (31). Vertical turbidites with
sandstone loads in underlying slump, Coastal
Unit, south of Hill 205, Arakan. 85J/7 456 388.
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GEOLOGY OF THE CE

DESCRIPTION

Amyodaloidal aphanltle pillow basolts •mostly with 1st matrix.

Fold.d turbid it. and mudsts with minor 1&11 and local arias of IIchlst
and phyllltt. Includes local Paunooyi Conglomerat. and pOllibly Alblan
tsts.

Cross- biddid orthoeonoloms and Ihalts with lOCal ,urbiditl $ItI ,
erOIl - bldded IStS. thin eoall .

Sinl and irreQular badI.. within Pant Choung Gp, ossoeiatld with pillow
Iavas • Ists and sehilll .

GEOloGICAL lEGEND

UNDIFFERENnATED PAUNGGYI CONGLOMERATE.
M.EOCENE SEDIMENTS AND RAISED GRAVELS

SERPENTINITErn

WESTERN TROUGH AND EASTERN BELT OF RANGES

.~ IlOCtC UNIT

U.TAIASSIC . W PANE CHAUNG GP

QUATERNARY W AlLUVIUM

~ Unoonfannlty

u~c'=~ ..~ PAUNGGYI CONGLOMERATE FM.

..~ UnCOflformity

U.CRETACEOUS 10
U. T"'MSIC

...CRETACEOUS 10 ~,
U. TRlASS~. ~ PILLOW LAVAS

''''

UNDIFFERENTIATED PAUNGGYI CONGLOMERATE
AND PANE CHAUNG GROUP

.7

WESTERN. BELT OF RANGES
6

LITHOLOlICAL OR' GEOMORPttlC UNIT DESCRIPTION

y.EOCENE ~. MODI TAUNG UNIT Turbldltl lit. and chs.

M.EOCEN£ TO
U.cRtTACEOUt

\~ft01::
••••• p.~..... -..·:Cih·~·.......-

o •••• -. ~t

•t o.rll.•• •
cm

~HITlCYAIA TAUNG

HPONSOGVI TAUNG

Z€ZAING TAUNG EAST

CHAIU TAUNG

CENTRAL RANGE UNIT Mudstl with Ixotics and mlcritlc 1st i)lds, grits, turbldltc "tl , mudsts •
brok.n bldl .

.MOSTLY Ut
aETACEOUS TAUNGNYO

PEINNEGON UNIT
4

~LY M.EOCEN!~ COASTAL',UNIT Tiohtly fold.d mudsts, oU,to.tiom.s • turbidltes. mostly without micrlt•.
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DESCRIPTION
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We shopId ~ppreciate your informing us, through the Office of
the ResidentJ~presentativeof the United Nations Development
P~ogramme. of y~ur Government's comments on the report.

The mapping resulted in the product~on of a 1:100,000 scale
geological map and supported evidence"previously accumulated from
the Pinlebu-Banmauk Area, that the Burma Volcanic Arc developed
across an older metamorphic "basement" in the Lower Cretaceous.

~he report describes the results and con~lu8!0~s.of geological
mapping and reconnaissance geochemical explora~;dn activiti.es
undertaken by the project between October !~75 ~~d January 1976, and
in December 1977 and January 1978, over a~ area of 1,980 square
kilometres lying within the Burma Volcania.Arfj.

",.j'

1 have the honour to refer to the project "Mineral Exploration
(B~....72-002)" undertaken in Burma with the assistance of the United
Nation~ Development Programme, for which the United Nations served
as executing ,agency, and to transmit a technical report of the
United Nations entitled "Geology and Exploration Geoc'bemistry of the
Sal1.ngyf,-Shinmataung Area, Central Bbrma", Technical;,'re.port 5
(DP/UN/BUR....72-002/14). .....\,/.. //'

J'.',

The Salingyi-Shinmataung Area was of particular interest from
the mineralization point of view because it includes inliers of
igneous rock within tbe '. same belt as mineralized igneous rock at
'Shangalon and Monywa. However-" only low geochemical anomalies were
disclosed from stream sediment sampling at a density of 2.9 square
kilometres per sample,' and no follow-up work can therefore be
recOJlDDended.
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